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CHAPTER I

My name is Egbert — Egbert Vesalius Robbin. That middle name was
taken from a sixteenth century Flemish anatomist. And that’s all I want to say
about him. My mother wanted me to become a doctor with a distinguished name.
I became a teacher, not a doctor, and I prefer to be called Bert rather than Egbert,
Bertie or, worst of all — Mr. Robbin.

I was brought up in the lap of middle class luxury while my father broke
his ass in an all-night delicatessen. He worked twelve hours a day — seven days
a week — to keep me in college and out of Vietnam. Unlike my mother, he never
expected that I’d become a doctor. My mother was a hopeless optimist.

We lived in an old spacious one-family tudor which my father had
converted into a not-so-spacious two-family house to supplement our income. My
father couldn’t afford to send me away to school so I attended the only four-year
college on Staten Island at the time — Wagner college.

Having lived on the island all of my life (the natives called it “the island”
as if it were the only one in the world), it was natural that I attend its only college.

The relatively tranquil, unhurried Staten Island was remarkably rural in
character during my childhood. A long uneven ridge of wooded hills divided the
island’s north and south shores — a green belt of undeveloped wooded tracts and
exclusive country clubs and public golf courses. Where an enterprising youngster
could hunt for lost golf balls, and some not so lost, and sell them at the clubhouses
for whatever the market would bear. There were truck farms on the broad flat lands
of the island’s south shore — furrowed fields of well drained sandy loam and long
straight rows of green leafy vegetables. And small ponds that a boy who enjoyed
fishing alone could call his own if none of the larger boys in the neighborhood was
around to dispute the matter.

A labyrinth of brackish tidewater creeks and miles of tall marshgrass
drained the upland watershed. Where a solitary boy in a leaky rented skiff could
trap bait fish and crabs and marvel at the rare sight of a long-limbed blue heron
darting with its long bill after small fish and Crustacea. But there were already
clusters of oil storage tanks towering over the reeds at the western end of the
island; and thick billowing smoke belched from the tall stacks of a nearby soap
factory and an electric generating plant and, on the eastern end, the Verrazano
Narrows Bridge would soon link the island with the densely populated borough of
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Brooklyn. As the least developed borough of New York City — the most populous
city in America — Staten Island was directly in the path of progress and destined
for wide-sweeping change — growth — development.

My college grades were respectable but not nearly good enough for
admission to a medical school. I would have been on the dean’s list for a number
of semesters but the deer hunting season immediately preceded fall mid-terms and
the opening day of the trout season intervened during spring’s mid-terms. My
father never protested those weekend, Upstate hunting trips —- not until I actually
walked out through the front door with the rifle.

“You’re gonna really do it hah! I could understand if we lived in a forest
— if we needed the food — you could go out hunting fuh the day — but to travel
hunjreds of miles when you’ve got exams next week. What the hella my payin’
that college for fuh Chrissake!”

Whenever he got angry about one thing, he always thought of something
else. It was a chain reaction.

“And didn’t I warn you about keeping that goddamn gun in the house.”
He always raised his voice ten thousand decibels just seconds before I

closed the door behind me.
“Idiot hunta — gaw’head — go hunting — run — run after the goddamn

deer! But don’t bring any dead carcuses to this house.”
Sometimes he became completely unreasonable with his frightening

prophecies and threats. “You’ll wind up in the army and, if your lucky enough to
survive, you’ll be a truck driver — if you’ll get the job!

“Damnit - if you leave this house tonight, don’t come back! That stupid
mother o’ yours thinks you’ll become something — a doctor, no less — but I know
betta — yuh can’t even remember tuh take duh gahbage out!”

His judgments were never entirely wrong and that worried me — not
enough to cancel any hunting trips though. As it turned out, the probability of
gaining admission to a medical school was, in the lingua franca of the times,
“scarce.”

During my senior year, I spent many weeks filling out and mailing
applications. Shortly after graduation I was miraculously flooded with a raging
river of rejections. But failure can be rationalized — especially if you haven’t
already made a habit of it. Besides, there were other worthwhile professions.

In order to determine the one most suitable to my ability and inclination,
I enlisted the aid of a distant relative — a relative by marriage — a vocational
psychologist for a large chemical corporation but available for private
consultations at his home study. He was my grandmother’s sister’s daughter’s
husband. We had met briefly only a few times — once at my grandparents’ fiftieth
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wedding anniversary. He was a laconic personality but cordial enough — the kind
of person whose authority seemed unquestionable. I was too embarrassed to make
an appointment for myself so my grandmother arranged it.

Our first meeting was scheduled for a Sunday morning — a hot Sunday
morning in August. When I arrived at his fashionable Tenafly, New Jersey, home
for the initial interview the heat and humidity had become unbearable. The
doctor’s ten-year old son, a chubby, bright-eyed youngster with black curly hair,
answered the door. The boy had been playing Scrabble with his eight year old
sister and he excitedly asked me to spell the word “rescind” to settle an argument.
I didn’t even know what the word meant and so failed my first test before reaching
the doctor’s study.

I hated and feared tests. They were loathsome, unfeeling instruments of
judgment and authority. They only want an answer — right or wrong — so they
can put you in your proper place. In any case, I had come to discover that place
wherever or whatever it was.

But the question of how to address this man only aggravated my anxiety.
Should I have called him Cousin Melvin (we were, indeed, cousins) or just Mel
(since we were, after all, both educated adults) or more formally, Dr. Gottnowitz
(since he was acting in a professional capacity). I decided to avoid calling him
anything which made me appear even more shy and nervous than I actually was.

Dr. Gottnowitz, whose bald head only accentuated the roundness of his fat
featureless face, sat in a large black leather recliner with a high back and cushy
arms. I sat adjacent to him in a low-back, armless desk chair with thin vinyl
cushions. I fidgeted with my hands and arms because there was nothing for them
to rest on. He asked me not to be nervous or embarrassed and I tried earnestly to
comply with his request. I stopped fidgeting and folded my arms.

“I’m only going to ask you a few very simple common sense questions,
Egbert.”

But the simple questions were potentially the most embarrassing. Having
difficulty with a difficult problem is understandable but the same difficulty with a
simple problem indicates that you’re a dope for certain. He had turned on the air
conditioner and I was beginning to cool off.

“Can you tell me, Egbert, the name of the sacred book of the Moslem
faith?” It was a simple question and I knew it was the Koran — I knew it — but
not with certainty. So I sat stupidly silent and started fidgeting again — fearful of
being wrong.

“Well, I’m not too interested in religions,” I said. That was no lie, but no
excuse either.

“Egbert, how many pillows do you use?”
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That question seemed innocuous but I suspected a clever analytical trick
to uncover some hidden weakness in my personality so I became defensive and
vague.

“Use? Ya mean how many pillows do I need when I go to sleep? Well, I
have a double bed so I guess it’s only natural to use two pillows.”

He continued his subtle line of questions without even stopping to take
notes.

“What would you do in the event that you were the first to discover a fire
in a large movie theatre filled to capacity?”

I tried to get more information to avoid making any stupid errors in
answering that one.

“Well, how many exits were there in this theatre? If there were enough
exits it might be wise to risk a panic and alert everyone at once. On the other hand
it might be wiser to leave the theatre first without telling anyone to ensure your
own safety and then call the fire department from outside.

“Uh — can yuh tell me if there were any fire extinguishers around?” He
indicated neither approval nor disapproval of my responses and that unnerved me.
His questions became more incisive.

“Do you go out with girls, Egbert?” I squirmed visibly — stunned by its
apparent irrelevance. That question was not only difficult but unfair — maybe
even sadistic. Because I didn’t go out with girls and I was painfully aware of it.
That big, noisy air conditioner was beginning to make the small study a little too
chilly.

“Girls? Yes — occasionally — sure, I go out with girls — I haven’t had
much opportunity lately though.”

But my puerile deceptions were no match for his practiced professional
probing tactics. With a “few very simple common sense questions” he learned the
story of my life — insecurity and indecisiveness. He partially relieved my tension
by explaining the true nature and purpose of vocational psychology. I took a
battery of intelligence, aptitude and preference tests only to have my worst fears
corroborated — that I was a man with no concentration of aptitudinal raw
materials significant enough to be tapped for any particular profession. And it only
cost $250.00 to find out.

But I would seek the status of a true profession regardless of Dr.
Gottnowitz’s findings. I applied to several law schools, including Brooklyn Law
School, and arranged to take another test — the Law Aptitude Admission
Examination. It was late summer already and too late for admission. For the first
time in seventeen years there would be no school in September.
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So I took a job as “chief of security” at one of the Gluttmoore
supermarkets — walking up and down the aisles of an updated cornucopia, in
relentless pursuit of those who would take from the horn of plenty without first
passing through the checkout counter. I wore a light blue uniform replete with red
stripes and gold epaulets and could have been mistaken for the doorman of a plush
hotel or the Generalissimo of a banana republic. In any case, sharp-eyed
shoplifters easily identified my colorful costume as I stealthily peeked around
corners in the vain hope of catching someone red-handed — always
unsuccessfully. I took advantage of a cleverly concealed position behind a huge
colorful poster of Marlboro country that walled off part of the mezzanine from the
view of patrons on the main floor. The mezzanine, a damp, musty abandoned
storage area, accessible only by a ladder, afforded an excellent view of the aisles
and those who passed between them. I peered out from a tiny peephole in the pupil
of an eye that belonged to a ruddy-faced cowboy who puffed with satisfaction on
a Marlboro cigarette. An endless procession of shapeless housewives pushed their
carts, took items from the shelves cautiously and put them back, squeezed fruits
and vegetables, and longingly regarded the lifelike cardboard figures of bikini-clad
sylphs drinking diet soda. I could have cried out in pain from the boredom—
especially on Thursday and Friday when the Gluttmoore was open until ten PM.
Occasionally I noticed an exceptionally attractive young woman and wondered
what it would be like to have an interesting job and be married.

I tried to pass the long uneventful hours in trivial conversations with the
stock boys, butchers and packers but no one had the time or inclination for
talking—at least not with me. Perhaps there was some hidden resentment because
I performed no apparently worthwhile tasks. Perhaps I was seen as an instrument
of management to spy on employees and report any actual or rumored hanky-
panky.

The manager, Mr. Proddman, was a hyperactive, little man in his late
thirties with beady eyes and thinning black hair — a man as stiff and manufactured
as his starched white collar and black bow tie. He often expressed displeasure at
my useless function in a half-joking manner.

“You haven’t saved us a red cent since you’ve been here, Robbin. Yuh’re
amazin’ — the only person I know who can sleep standing up wit ‘is eyes wide
open. I can’t do my job and carry your load at da same time.

“There were two women over at da meat counter juss before — did ya see
‘em there?”

“Two women? Oh yes — now that you mention it — I did see them —
two women, right?”
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“Yeah — that’s what I juss said. Did you also notice any peticular bowlges
on ‘em?”

“Well — yes — but nothing unusual — I mean all their bulges seemed in
order.”

“If you wa’ payin attention to ‘em you da seen ‘em stuffin ahr most
expensive steaks unda their dresses. Between the two o’ dem dey wa carryin
fifteen pouns o’tendaloin.

“I spotted ‘em at da check-out counta. D’ere was some’m suspicious
about ‘em duh way dey walked. Yuh gotta learn to be suspicious o’ people, Robbin
— keep your eyes open — observe things, use ya head. You wenta college, didn’t
ya?” It seemed ridiculous that Proddman would assume that college prepared me
to determine when a woman carried contraband meat between her legs. “Christ —
I neva needed no damn college — started here at the market twelve years ago as a
stock boy. Look where I am now.

“Wait’ll ya get inna service, Robbin. They’ll straight’n you out.”
Proddman assumed that everyone was bound for the service and that only the
rigors of military discipline could prepare a man for the difficult struggle of
everyday life.

“And, Robbin — I haven’t seen ya arrouna floor much lately. Don’t spend
so much goddamn time up d’ere at da peep hole playin peekaboo. We’re payin you
to be seen. That’s why we gave ya that fancy uniform.”

This was the only job available to a college graduate who hadn’t served
his country — a grown man dressed in a clown’s suit with nothing funny to do.
But I was twenty-two and psychologically resilient — still hopeful. In 1962 the
Vietnam War was still only the brain child of Washington’s foreign policy makers
and students were almost automatically deferred from the draft. With luck I’d be
admitted to law school before the Selective Service System worked its irresistible
will like a juggernaut.

One bitter cold Thursday night in the dead of February I returned home
from Gluttmoore and found an envelope with an official letterhead lying on the
kitchen table. The place of its origin was no mystery. I had been expecting that
letter since graduation. It had been one of those twelve-hour, sleep-standing-up
days at the supermarket. My parents were upstairs sleeping because it was eleven
PM already. And my father had to get up at the crack of dawn to break his ass all
over again for the one millionth consecutive day in that dungeon of a delicatessen
— a veritable drudge — a Sisyphus incarnate.

Sisyphus was a character in Greek mythology whom I learned about in
high school English. He was condemned in Hades to push a huge boulder over the
top of a hill because he had been a greedy king. But of course poor old Sisyphus



never reached the top. The job was too much for him. That was the real
punishment. And the huge rock slipped out of his hands and rolled down the hill.
So the whole backbreaking job would start again. And again. For eternity. Which
I remembered only because it reminded me of my father who stood on his feet day
after day until his veins twisted and swelled.

I scratched at the sealed flap of the envelope. The letter was brief.

You are hereby ordered to present yourself for Armed Forces
Physical Examination by reporting at: Armed Forces Examining
Station, 26 Whitehall Street, New York, New York (Room 102) at
6:30 a.m. on the 28th of April, 1963.

Yours truly,
Marion M. Martin
(Clerk of Local Board)

The emblem of the Selective Service System lay in the upper left corner
of the letter — the bald eagle — a proud bird driven to near extinction by those
whom it served and symbolized.

Ll

There was a lifting morning mist over the murky waters of New York
Harbor at 6:00 A.M. on the 28th of April. The Staten Island Ferry that crossed over
to downtown Manhattan’s fog shrouded skyline must have arrived like an
apparition, an ill omen. The Whitehall Street Induction Center in downtown
Manhattan was a drab, nineteenth century, five-story stone building with castle-
tower corners and crumbling pigeon-stained battlements. From the ferry the
ancient building was barely visible on Manhattan’s impressive, red morning
skyline. Soaring new office buildings of steel, stone, and glass surrounded the
fortress-like structure.

The examination process began in a rectangular waiting room on the
ground floor furnished with contoured hard wooden benches. The prospective
inductees steadily filled the room until there were no vacant spaces on the benches
— many stood uncomfortably in the aisles with their hands in their pockets.
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The street outside lay in the shadows of tall buildings. No sunlight
penetrated the poorly lighted room. One side of the walls consisted of bare stone
and big chunks of fallen plaster left gaping holes in the ceiling. Whether the
ancient building was being renovated or demolished remained one of those moot
questions that I ask myself whenever I’m waiting apprehensively. At the front
there were several non-commissioned officers standing impatiently behind a
counter piled high with large brown envelopes. One of them — a clean-shaven
sergeant in full regalia, his chest covered with medals, his back straight, his
trousers sharply creased — shouted with authority.

“Okay! Listen up people! This is important — repeat, important! You’re
here by order of your local Selective Service Board and you’re required to
cooperate in every way until every goddamn part of this examination is complete.
You will be absolutely silent at this time while—you receive directions.”

He spoke without hesitation, without thinking — like a recording. “You
will not leave this building — repeat, you will not leave this building — until your
examination papers are in order and properly stamped. At that time you will be
given two subway tokens and a meal ticket and sent home unless we detain you
for some reason. Remember, do not leave this building until you’re told. Because
if you do you’ll be declared delinquent and immediately inducted.” If he had said
“immediately shot” his words could not have had greater impact.

The sergeant began calling the names of each registrant in alphabetical
order. Each of us received a large brown envelope containing his medical papers.
A long period of time elapsed before the sergeant called my name — there were
many vacant spaces on the hard wooden benches by that time.

I proceeded to the second floor where a long line of registrants — we were
all registrants — were queuing up to begin their involuntary tour of this shabby
building. The slow silent procession wended its way through an involuted maze of
poorly lighted corridors. At regular intervals the procession would stall at an
examining station where a group of white-smocked orderlies shouted more
instructions and performed their part of the examination with little sympathy, great
speed and practiced dexterity.

“Okay — don’t be bashful” coaxed an intimidatingly large black orderly
with a condescending grin. I sat down opposite him. “Jus hol yuh lef ahm owt
straight.” He tied my arm fast with a squeaky rubber hose. A large vein swelled
behind the obstruction. The orderly grasped my forearm firmly and with practiced
precision he unhesitatingly jabbed at the swollen vein with a menacingly long
needle. He stared over my shoulder — already anticipating the next donor — as
he withdrew the large syringeal piston. In seconds the pressure of my dark red
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blood spurted forward to fill the vacuum left in the syringe. It looked a lot more
gruesome than it was. I resumed my place in line and moved on.

I didn’t notice the tall husky fellow behind me until he crashed to the floor
unconscious like a ton of boneless meat. He began bleeding profusely from the
nose and the side of his head. Three orderlies quickly pulled him to the side and
administered first aid and smelling salts. The line continued moving unimpeded to
a darkened room for some eye tests on specialized equipment. I enjoyed the eye
test. I have excellent eyesight and performed well in every eye test I ever took.
From there we ascended to the third floor where an orderly continuously
instructed the registrants to stuff their valuables into a brown canvas bag, hang our
clothing on a wire hanger and check everything at the clothing room.

There I stood, naked as a fleeced sheep, on an assembly line of naked
bodies. Our height and weight were measured and recorded on those medical
papers by another white-smocked assembly line specialist. We walked through a
narrow corridor that belted the sides of this dilapidated building. We entered a
small room with the words “Laboratory Analysis” printed on the door. An odd
rectangular sink with no faucets stood affixed to the wall about two and a half feet
high. A series of drains ran midway along its entire length. An orderly gave each
of us a small glass beaker. The fellow in front of me whose name was Jesus Rivera
— if that makes any goddamn difference — summed up my own feeling at the
time. It was one of those hostile and rebellious mutterings not directed to anyone
in particular.

“Whuts dis fuckin shit, man?”
“Hey you! Shut up and get ova to that sink an fill yure bottle!” shouted the

orderly in response to Jesus’s ill-considered remark.
I followed Jesus to the sink where he promptly filled the beaker as if his

bladder were equipped with a valve that he could open and close at will. I was not
so fortunate. I stood there for about five minutes, desperately trying to produce a
few ounces of urine — occupying precious sinkfront space while others waited
impatiently for their turn.

“Man, can’t you piss?” said Jesus. His ill-considered remarks were
beginning to annoy me. The harder I tried the more frustrated I became. Maybe
there was something wrong with me. In any case I couldn’t even piss properly in
public. But the reward of my efforts finally poured forth. And it kept pouring forth
uncontrolled until my beaker ranneth over — all over my goddamn fingers. It was
a place without even the simplest amenities — a place that foretold of a new life
in which I would become uniformed, indoctrinated and programmed into the
greatest military machine on earth.
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The lab technicians took my urine sample and tested it with litmus paper.
I went to the next station to have my blood pressure measured. I was frighteningly
normal and fit for service.

At the last station we were interviewed and examined by a genuine
physician. There were about fifty registrants standing in that group. Two parallel
lines of registrants faced each other, staring at each other—waiting, dangling
conspicuously naked and without pockets in which to place their hands. The
doctor slowly paced between the lines and spoke in short bursts like a sergeant, not
like a doctor.

“Okay, listen up! If you ever had one or more of the following diseases or
any other disease that you believe may disqualify you for service in the armed
forces step forward now.” He shouted the names of a thousand diseases at an
incomprehensible speed. I had had none of those diseases but should have been
disqualified on the basis of having an unusually strong desire to be symptomatic
for at least one of them. Only one misinformed registrant—a chubby little fellow
with sickly, milky-white skin—stepped forward. He shyly blurted some barely
audible complaint, unfolded a note and handed it to the doctor.

“A doctor’s note?” said the doctor wryly. He stamped the registrant’s soft
chest with the listening disk of his stethoscope. The operation was the focal point
of everyone’s attention.

“A heart murmur?” said the doctor to the registrant skeptically.
“Yes,” the registrant replied.
“Yes sir!” retorted the doctor.
“Yes-sir,” squeaked the registrant.
“Fuckin’ stupid sonnoffabitch, dat kid,” whispered Jesus smugly.
“Okay,” said the doctor, visibly irritated. “We’d better make a test. Get ova

there to the front of the line and jump up and down vigorously—until I tell you to
stop.” Which the doctor never remembered to do. The boy was well hung and that
must have added considerably to the discomfort of his jumping.

Then the doctor began checking each registrant for a possible hernia
condition. There were many crotches to handle so he only touched on that part of
the examination. Finally he centered himself between the two lines of naked
registrants that faced each other and gave his last commands.

“Okay—about face! Bend forward—do not bend your knees — reach
back with fingers extended and spread the cheeks of your ass—repeat—spread the
cheeks of your ass.” Two long, straight rows of red flaming assholes glared
directly at the doctor—open for inspection. The doctor made final notations on the
medical papers of each registrant before we were sent back to the clothing room.

10
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When I left, that chubby fellow with the heart murmur was still jumping but not
nearly as vigorously as before.

With the physical completed, there would be a short written test on the
third floor to assure minimum English comprehension. I felt obliged to
accompany Jesus up the stairs to the examination room since we had been
comrades on the examination line all that morning. In spite of his thoughtless
remarks, he seemed to be a good-natured fellow.

“Hey, I’ll walk up with you,” I said.
“Walk up where — dey doan sen me up d’ere — shit man dis iss my siss

tine at dis fucken place an I still doan know no damn Inglish.”
The Selective Service System was not nearly selective enough to suit me.

Not one notation on my papers indicated any abnormality or dysfunction. Thus I
would pass this test and fail to become a failure in the only place on this entire
planet where failure is the measure of success.

That was my only day of absence from Gluttmoore Supermarket. I did get
to use that free meal ticket but the subway tokens would be worthless in rural
Staten Island.

I was classified 1A. But law students received an automatic deferment. I
rejected the army and chose to attend Brooklyn Law School. From Staten Island
it was possible to commute to BLS and save money by living at home. Besides it
was the only law school to accept me, and my father had no money to send me
away.

When I received the letter of acceptance, my father was busy at his desk
with some bookkeeping work. He didn’t like being interrupted but I couldn’t keep
the good news to myself. That letter was my salvation—a reprieve from the army,
a last chance to “become something.” He cried at the news. I had never seen him
cry before. He didn’t cry as someone would at a funeral. My future wasn’t buried
yet. His face knitted together in a piteous grin, his eyes growing moist and red. I
registered for school and my father wrote the tuition checks. Again.

Ll

Law school commandeered all of my time. I was committed
singlemindedly to one goal and nothing distracted me. I didn’t take time for
fishing or hunting. But there were compensations. I had new friends with whom I
shared a common language, and common objectives. Occasionally we found time
to arrange double dates—my first dates with girls. I enjoyed a new status and the
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promise of respectability and prosperity. For the first time in my life I made the
dean’s list.

The classrooms were capacious and drab. A platform and a magistrate’s
desk at the front commanded fifteen graduated rows of desks and chairs. There
were 152 students in the class—only five of them women. I was seated according
to alphabetical order and given a seat number. Henceforth I was to be known as
No. 104.

Dr. George Bitterman never introduced himself. It was introduction
enough that he was a legend at BLS—an institution unto himself. He had been the
only night student to graduate from BLS with a straight A average. And he had
done it during the Great Depression while working in a shoe store during the day.

We had had our first assignment mailed to us a week prior to that first day
of classes. But I didn’t realize that the assignment was to be completed for the
opening day—even before they taught us anything. It didn’t make sense. So I
glanced around at everyone’s notebook in my vicinity to see if I were the only one
without an assignment. And I was—as far as I could see. The atmosphere was very
official—no nonsense. Bitterman started immediately.

“This is Torts I. In February, if you’re still here, you’ll be taking Torts II.”
It was rumored by the students that he had never given anyone an A because he
feared that someone might duplicate his perfect grades. I believed the rumor to be
an outlandish fraud because no one could be so vain or egotistical.

“Now let’s get one of you would-be attorneys on your feet and hear what
you’ve get to say about Weaver vs. Ward.” Bitterman glanced down at his seating
plan. There was only one chance in a hundred and fifty-two that he would select
seat number 104. And discover that I was unprepared to recite on that very first
day—a shameful waste of my father’s hard-earned tuition money. No—he
wouldn’t call seat 104. It was too far back. I’d never be heard—not unless I spoke
loudly. And I wasn’t certain that I’d be able to speak at all.

Bitterman glared menacingly in my direction before he finally spoke in
that clipped, petulant manner of his. I had that queasy feeling in the pith of my
abdomen that condemned men must have immediately before their execution.

“Let’s hear that tortfeasor in seat one-o.” he shifted his eyes and continued
scanning the seating chart. “Yes. Seat one — that’s it — seat one — Mr. Advocate,
isn’t it? Everyone peered down at seat one unmercifully. “C’mon number one. Get
on your feet and ad-vo-cate.” Bitterman, in spite of his apparent harshness, was
somewhat of a humorist. “You’re not unprepared, Ad-vo-cate, are you?”

It was all happening to someone else first and that, in itself, was a relief.
Number one was prepared — prepared just enough to make an idiot of himself. A
few grins broke into widespread bursts of uncontrolled laughter. It was more
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comfortable to watch someone else perform. And it was easy to tell yourself that
you could do better if you really had to. My turn didn’t come until December. It
was an involved case and I handled it well despite my anxiety. Once having
recited, I wanted to do it again. My classmates misconstrued shyness and anxiety
to be a subtle brand of humor and I enjoyed making them laugh.

But during the third semester — five weeks before finals I awoke one
morning with a mysterious pain in my left leg. It grew steadily worse until I could
neither eat nor sleep; and studying or commuting on a crowded ferry and subway
was impossible.

I could only lie on my back and moan like a dying man—a miracle in
reverse that rendered me a helpless cripple virtually overnight for no apparent
reason. My father closed his store and took me to a specialist who recommended
another specialist. But neither doctor could diagnose the symptoms. I swallowed
my prescriptions of pain-killing darvon and waited impatiently for the
excruciating pain to abate. As a last resort I went to a chiropractor who suggested
that my sciatic nerve was under pressure from a dislocated vertebra. But his
treatment of the inflamed nerve was too painful to endure more than once.

After a six week absence, I finally returned to the classroom—barely able
to stand and still unable to bend into a sitting position. So I lay on the floor under
my desk scratching notes from a supine position and grinning self-consciously.
The professors didn’t notice my condition. If they did, they tactfully ignored me
and the students did their best not to stare.

My partial recovery was too late even though I studied more diligently
during the last few weeks before finals.

I’ll never know why I took the exams—my failure was a
certainty. In any case, I felt an obligation to suffer as much as possible until the
end. After all, my father had paid for it already. I owed him something.

There is no need to explain failure — it speaks for itself regardless of the
circumstances or excuses.

My formal dismissal from the law school came by mail. It was a polite
letter from the office of the dean stating: 

Dear Mr. Robbin:
I sincerely regret to inform you that I was compelled to drop

you from the law school for failure to maintain minimum
scholastic standards.

Yours truly,
Dean J. Pettifog



And that’s all it said. There would be no appeal from that letter. It was
signed with one of those rubber signature stamps. There is too much routine paper
work for the dean of a law school to handle personally. With the aid of a rubber
stamp, his secretary can expedite much of the unimportant stuff without his con-
sideration.

I was no longer a student and, consequently, subject to immediate
induction into the army — the immediate punishment for failure. Thus one
disaster quickly followed another. My only hope was to fail the induction physical.
I contemplated shooting one of my toes off. But which one? They were all so
precious. So my father came to the rescue, the tuition-moneyman. I hurriedly
enrolled for the spring semester at Wagner College—this time, the graduate
school. But I was admitted on the severest conditions: the maintenance of high
scholastic achievement and the sanctioning by the local draft board of these new
educational aspirations. Having been placed on probation at the start, I was
sinking fast at that point. They didn’t trust me anymore.

But several weeks later, while working toward a master’s in history, I
received a portentous letter from the local draft board. The board received hourly
bulletins on every move I made. I had less of a chance to remain free than a
paroled felon. They warned of an abrupt close to my fluctuating career as a
student. The United States had begun its bombing of North Vietnam during that
month of February ‘65 and draft calls were accelerating rapidly.

The only alternative was a draft exempt teaching position in the New York
City school system. I sought the shelter of the largest draft exemption in the
nation, the New York City Board of Education. The system desperately needed
teachers and an army of would-be teachers desperately needed the system. I
suddenly realized that studying elementary education would be more practical—
another indication that I never knew what the hell to do with my life. But I knew
what not to do with it — ”waste”Vietcong in wholesale lots or fly home to my
mother in a plastic bag reeking of formaldehyde.

I continued living with my parents on Staten Island. My father called it
“freeloading.” Old Sisyphus was beginning to feel imposed upon, used, exploited,
resentful. I was teaching in an elementary school and earning a good steady salary
for the first time in my life. My father never evicted me from the house explicitly
but I knew by the way he spoke to me.

“Ya gonna leave all them stinking dirty dishes in the sink for the house
slave.” My father referred to my mother as “the house slave” or “the maid”
whenever he scolded me — and he always yelled at me when I had my mouth
stuffed with sirloin steak. It’s always worse to be scolded with your mouth stuffed.
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It heightens the feeling of uselessness and guilt. But the triggering device that
blinded him with rage was the big glob of ketchup I poured with unusual
extravagance. And never finished.

“Watta yuh gonna do with all that ketchup — dump it inna gahbage like
yuh always do. You don’t stand on yuh goddamn feet twelve hours a day fer it —
so watta you care?” He always complained about the leftover ketchup, never the
steak. For him the ketchup was blood — his blood —and ebbtide of thick, red,
life-giving tomato paste sucked from his twisted, swollen varicose veins by a filial
vampire who only “takes, takes, takes.”

Initially I was enthusiastic about the teaching job. My fifth graders were
cute, some even lovable. I wanted to teach them everything — inspire a quest for
knowledge — teach them to think critically. And all that bullshit. But they were so
young, so unable to understand, so unresponsive, so noisy. They began talking
when they were bored — that annoying incessant, unstoppable, uncontrollable
buzzing.
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CHAPTER II

I was never a success as an elementary school teacher — at least that was
the unabashed judgment of the principal, Mr. Scheisswirth.

On that first day of school I reported to Scheisswirth’s office — a small
cylindrical room with plain stenciled black lettering on the door indicating
“Principal’s Office.” It was an ancient elementary school in a rural section of
Staten Island.

The principal was a man of middle age whose long wide nose and watery
eyes lent his face a quality of comic relief — at least when he smiled. His wide
girth was borne well by a pair of inordinately broad shoulders. Remnants of a once
lush crop of dark curls still hung from the sides of his bald head.

Scheisswirth rose from behind his desk, cordially introduced himself,
shook my hand mightily and offered me a hard oaken chair and began his
orientation speech.

“You’ll be taking a fifth grade class, Mr. Robbin. I know that you have no
experience and I want you to know that I’m here to help you in any way that I can.
A principal is not simply an authority figure. He’s the principal teacher and the
helper of teachers.”

When the late bell rang he led me to the classroom and introduced the
class to their brand new teacher. I’m not sure that he trusted me to perform those
tasks on my own. I was only twenty-four.

“This is Mr. Robbin,” he wrote my name on the chalkboard as he spoke,
“and he’s the teacher.” A mischievous smile broke out over his sanguine visage.
“Mr. Robbin’s a new teacher — so take it easy with ‘im.” Some of the students
grinned at that. “And since he’s my son, anyone who cannot behave himself will
answer to me.”

There were a few expressions of incredulity but none of the children
questioned the truthfulness of Scheisswirth’s outlandish claim to fatherhood. They
were not a bright group.

But I was not ungrateful for Scheisswirth’s willingness to provide
assistance. My credentials were hastily acquired during a six-week emergency
training course offered by New York University. The tuition costs were paid by the



New York City Board of Education in an effort to recruit sorely needed teaching
staff.

The school’s fourteen teachers and one secretary were all women except
me. Nevertheless, it was a far better alternative than the army where the entire staff
is male.

I saw Scheisswirth twice during class hours during that entire first year.
On both occasions he observed my performance and offered the advice of his
lifelong experience. He said that I was doing fine for a “tyro.” But Scheisswirth
was primarily concerned with reading growth. And the standarized city-wide
Metropolitan Reading Tests given each spring. He closely supervised every aspect
of the examination. No one else could be trusted with such an important matter.
Scheisswirth personally scored all the tests by hand instead of sending them away
and waiting for the machine scoring. He calculated the raw scores and the grade
equivalents, each class average, grade average and school average. He drew mural-
size progress charts and growth graphs. His efforts did not go unrewarded. Picker
had one of the highest reading levels of any elementary school in New York City.
The tests indicated that my own reading retarded fifth graders had made some
progress. But Mr. Scheisswirth was not satisfied. It was a great disappointment for
me.

“The fifth grade is a pivotal school year for reading growth,” he explained.
“We cannot afford to leave that crucial growth to chance. I am sure you
understand, Egbert.” He spoke reassuringly. “That’s why I’m recommending a
fourth grade assignment for September. It’ll give you an opportunity to get some
experience. You know, a lot of people think that good teachers are just born. Don’t
believe it. They’re made only from experience and hard work.”

Mr. Scheisswirth entered the school system at a time when taking a board
of education examination for a teaching position was just a little more difficult
than the New York State Bar Examination. The examinations were designed not to
test for qualifications but as a means of eliminating unwieldly eligible lists from
which teaching positions would be filled. Only those who met the highest
standards of scholarship and character could gain admission to the school system
in the thirties. Scheisswirth’s training as an attorney probably gave him some
advantage in the competition for a position.

Legal work was almost impossible to find for a young inexperienced
lawyer but a civil service job offered a secure economic niche. Scheisswirth was
the youngest of nine children born of Jewish immigrant parents who came to New
York City and settled in Brooklyn’s East New York section when it was largely a
Jewish community. But in spite of his indigent parents and hard times, he
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struggled through eight years of night school at CCNY while driving an ice wagon
during the day, seven days a week. His exceptionally high marks were rewarded
by a partial scholarship to Brooklyn Law School but his attendance during the day
would have meant the loss of vital income to his parents who were, by that time,
too old and worn out to survive on their own. Unlike his eight brothers,
Scheisswirth refused to abandon his mother and father. He continued on the ice
wagon for four more years until he completed his legal studies. Tired and
exhausted by his labors, yet often unable to afford the subway fare to school, he
sometimes ignominiously ducked under the turnstile.

Young attorneys couldn’t earn enough to laminate their diplomas and the
future on the ice wagon was highly dubious. Thus this child of the Depression,
determined to succeed, earned a teaching position with the New York City Board
of Education. But Scheisswirth was only a probationary teacher, a “regular sub-
stitute.” It took almost five more years of night study, this time at New York
University’s School of Education, to earn the credits for a regular tenured position
and a chance to qualify for a supervisory post. But there were many highly
qualified applicants in line for supervisory posts. Another difficult exam would
shorten the length of the qualifying list. It proved to be no significant obstacle to
one destined to succeed despite the times. There were rumors that the insecurity
produced by economic depression induced some unscrupulous city officials to ac-
cept “fees” to place the “right person” in the “right job” —indeed, any job! This
practice didn’t enhance Scheisswirth’s chances for an appointment as a principal.
He was quite high on the eligible list but he had neither influence nor money. Be-
sides, he was scrupulously honest. Those already holding positions remained at
their post until they retired to “where the woodbine twineth” — the cemetery.

The war years interrupted Scheisswirth’s career as an educator almost at
its beginning. But he returned with the rank of major after four years of service in
New York City’s celebrated Rainbow Division with more combat medals than he
could pin on his stocky five foot, seven inch frame.

Salaries for teachers changed very little during the forties but Scheisswirth
resumed his teaching post after his discharge from the army. The demand for
teachers remained small until the mid-fifties when the full impact of the “postwar
baby boom” accelerated the need for recruitment. When the construction of new
schools and the expansion of old ones accelerated, Scheisswirth finally found free
expression for his pent-up administrative talents.

The school to which he was appointed as principal had been constructed
during the year of Scheisswirth’s birth — a happy irony of fate. He had been
teaching at Picker for a number of years prior to his promotion. The surroundings
were rural in nature and small farms still dotted the suburban developments
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springing up in random fashion. With an enrollment of only 320 students,
Scheisswirth had an excellent opportunity to develop personal relationships.

Scheisswirth’s predecessor defied the compulsory retirement law. The
seventy-six year old widower never left his office on that last day of school. He
had stayed late one day to finish some paper work. The janitor found his lifeless
body slumped over his desk the following morning — the apparent victim of old
age. None of his staff, which numbered approximately twelve at the time, was
under the age of forty-five. Five of them were in their mid-sixties.

Scheisswirth had been Picker’s principal for eight years when I arrived in
September 1965. Most of the old staff remained intact. Just barely intact. It was
the principal’s custom to take each of his teachers to dinner once each year to
celebrate their birthday. Which was a noteworthy gesture on Scheisswirth’s part.
God only knew how many birthdays they had left. I didn’t think he would actually
take me out to dinner. And I wasn’t quite sure of how to behave when we entered
the “Killy Creek Feasts of the Sea Restaurant.” I didn’t want to order anything too
expensive.

“Tuna fish salad?” said Scheisswirth incredulously, “C’mon, Egbert,” he
rarely called me Mr. Robbin, “you can have tuna fish anywhere.” So I ordered
lobster tails.

Mr. Scheisswirth was not a chincy man and he was well liked by everyone
for his extraordinary sense of humor and good-natured personality.

He was always there to supervise when the photographers visited the
school — as they did once every year.  Our photographer said that I needed some
color in my cheeks if I expected to photograph as well as the children. With a
mischievous grin, Scheisswirth promptly applied a stinging slap to each cheek.
Which delighted the children, who had never seen a principal slap a teacher. The
photographer nodded and everyone laughed in approval of my new ruddy
complexion.

During assemblies he was there to greet the children. “Hi, boys and girls.”
He always said “Hi, boys and girls” at assemblies,or whenever he entered a
classroom. And he always spoke to them in terms they could understand. “I heard
that there have been a number of students fighting in school, especially in the
lunchroom. I like a good fight, too, but only when it’s done by the professionals.
They get paid for doing it — you don’t. The next time I catch a couple o’ you fellas
at it, you’ll come up to this platform in the presence of the entire assembly to kiss
and make up — and you know I mean it.” The children roared with laughter at the
mere thought of such an unlikely scenario of conciliation. And, as dozens of
blushing students regarded each other with cocked heads and covered their giggles
with their palms, the point was painlessly and effectively made.



I didn’t know what to say while we waited to be served. The restaurant
overlooked a boat basin called Serena Marina and I could smell the pungent salt
air. I always felt obligated to make some kind of impression. But the harder I tried,
the more I failed.

“Gee, this is a scenic spot for a restaurant — right up here on this wooded
knoll overlooking Killy Creek. When I was a kid we used to trap bait fish and
crabs right down there. I wouldn’t mind having a house right on this spot some
day.”

Scheisswirth only pursed his lips and nodded superciliously without
speaking. So I changed the subject.

“You know, teaching’s a lot more challenging than I ever thought when I
was in college. Everybody used to laugh at the ed majors. Everybody thought
teaching was a big farce. Maybe they were right about the ed courses but this is
certainly no job to be taken lightly. I mean — it’s a tremendous responsibility.”
Scheisswirth must have guessed that I was trying to make an impression.

“When I was about your age I wanted to be an attorney.” And then he told
the whole story of his life. Which took us through the whole main course.

“Well when I realized that there wasn’t much opportunity for lawyers I
vowed to be the best gosh darned teacher in New York City. And it was scandalous
in those days. Sometimes you had to pay someone for a job — if you could pass
the examination.

“They make it too easy fuh you kids these days.” And he went on to talk
about the tuition-free teacher training programs and the high starting salaries for
new people who hadn’t proved their mettle. And the union. Which he believed
would destroy teaching as a profession and protect incompetents from being fired.
And all that took us through dessert.

Ll

I loathed having to take a fourth grade the second year. But Scheisswirth
insisted because of those poor end-of-term reading scores. The fifth graders were
hardly more manageable but they required fewer visits to the lavatory. I reckoned
that the first grade teacher made a career of the lavatory. It was there that the
youngsters realized the boys’ and girls’ room reflected their biological and
anatomical differences. I firmly believe that every teachers’ college should require
a minimum of study in that subject — at least lavatory I and II, if not Advanced
Lavatory III and IV in addition. Mr. Scheisswirth insisted that there was nothing
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demeaning about teaching the early childhood grades. “You should consider it a
challenge, Egbert. I know some fellas your age teaching second and third grade.”

The fourth graders proved themselves both vexing and colorful.
I often asked questions the youngsters couldn’t be expected to answer.

Especially about significant and disturbing news events.
On June 5, 1968, Senator Robert Kennedy was suddenly struck down by

an assassin’s bullet on the West Coast. News of his violent death shocked the entire
nation. The senator’s older brother, the former President of the United States, had
been gunned down only five years earlier. Which not only heightened the grim
personal tragedy but also indicated a dangerous trend. Political assassination was
becoming a pathalogical fact of American political life. And it was my
responsibility to make the youngsters aware of it.

“So now that you know all about it, I want your own reaction,” I asked.
Johnny Funzione, having been left back from the previous year, labored under the
mistaken impression that he had some pre-emptive right to speak.

“I think it was all wrong to kill the senator,” shouted Funzione without
bothering to raise his hand, “‘cause he wasn’t even elected President yet!”

Ll

The heat-warped aluminum teapot in the small lounge always boiled
during the lunch hour. It was more than mere habit. It was a ritual. Miss Hardy
usually presided over the ancient teapot rites.

Hester Hardy had been wielding a yardstick long before Scheisswirth
even saw an ice pick. She was a tall, stocky, square-faced woman with wiry, white
hair, a bulldog neck and an imposing bosom. A bloodshot complexion gave her the
appearance of an angry old spinster. Her third generation of children were passing
through Picker’s portals — a few, the grandchildren of her original students. She
referred to all her students as “my children.” Hester was more than a teacher; she
was one of the last survivors of an almost extinct pedagogical species living in
total dedication — protected in a tiny rural enclave within the limits of New York
City.

“Hey Hester — how old is that teapot?” I asked.
“That teapot? Oh — I don’t know exactly because it was here when I

started teaching before P.P. Picker was called P.P. Picker.”
“Can I be so bold as to ask who P.P. Picker was?”
“Phinius Pinckney Picker owned the property this school was built on. In

fact, he owned all the land south of Beach Boulevard, north to Inland Avenue, east
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to Streambed Road and west to Killy Creek Avenue. All the fields around the
school were part of his farm. I can remember when his cows used to cross
Streambed Road — of course it was a stream then and...”

“Is that why the road is always flooded after it rains?”
“Well, I don’t know if anyone told those poor fellas who came to build that

road. The stream only flows in the spring or during awful downpours. I guess they
built that road across the stream when it was only a trickle.”

“Maybe you’re right. I guess they just didn’t know. But how the heck do
ya explain the miles of concrete sidewalks that crisscross so many acres of
woodlands around Picker’s old farm? They don’t lead to anything. How could they
have been so stupid.”

“Those were Depression times, Egbert, and ‘they’ were WPA people
desperately in need of work.”

“More like a handout!” interrupted Mrs. Hampton.
Miss Hardy was a shy, gentle old woman who was unable to compete with

Mrs. Hampton’s shrill voice. So Hester remained patiently silent as Grace
Hampton continued. “Anybody can see the results of that so-called ‘work.’ I
believe in helping people but the helpers should only hafta do it voluntarily. I’m
being forced to help everybody. I’m my brother’s brother, not his keeper. Do you
know why property taxes are so high? We’ve gotta pay so those welfare people can
loaf around and have — well, you know! They’ve got such large families. And
where are their men?”

Indeed, where were the men? Even Mr. Scheisswirth never ate with the
women, except on their birthday, one at a time.

“Wait’ll you’re married, Egbert, and you own your own home. You won’t
wanta foot the bill for all those loafers.” Grace Hampton was only one of a
thousand people who told me to wait until I got married. And purchasing a home
was just another stage in normal psycho-social development.

I was neither married nor mortgaged. So I was excluded from their idle
prattle not by design, but by circumstances.

They all had sons and daughters. All their sons became a success — their
daughters married it. Like Mrs. Healy.

“My son? Fine! Johnny was promoted to chief aerospace engineer in
charge of — oh what did he say on the telephone. Anyway, he explained it but I
couldn’t understand it.” Mrs. Healy always changed the subject when she thought
that she had said something nonsensical.

“Joan had her third — finally, a girl.” She was wistful in her manner of
speech and gesture. “I’ll have to show you the pictures they sent me from Cape
Kennedy. Their house is beautiful — and so spacious. Homes are so inexpensive
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where they are and it’s only a short drive to Miami. They love the beaches and
there’s so much room to grow. Johnny wrote that they’re finally draining those
miles of dirty, slithery swamps. We’d like to have some retirement property there
but the mosquitoes are so -so — multi-numerous.

“Where does your Richard plan to settle, Grace?”
“Well — Dickie’s still at Harvard.” So he wasn’t a success yet. And that

warranted an explanation. “He just won’t stop until he gets his — what is it now?
An L...L...M? He’s such a determined boy. Of course, we’ve told him to go on as
long as he feels he has to. We always encouraged him to go to law school but we
left the final decision up to him. We’ll be proud of Dickie irregardless of what
branch of the law he chooses. He’ll be home soon anyway — hopefully for the
whole summer. And I haven’t cleaned his room since that big celebration when he
came home summa cum laude. But I’ve been so tired lately.”

“I think it’s the sudden change in the weather that makes everybody tired,”
said Mary Healy.

“Well, I just call a woman in at least three times a week. It’s wiser in the
long run. I can’t be bothered with that big house any more. I’m worn out after I
polish the silver.”

So old anti-handout Hampton put her two cents in again.
“Why don’t you have a permanent maid, Mary. Our Janet is working out

so well for us. We never have to tell her what to do. She’s such a reliable girl. And
Adalbert loves her brogue.”

“I congratulate you — for managing so efficiently. But I’m worried about
all the red tape involved with importing a domestic from Scotland. That’s a foreign
country, isn’t it?”

“Well — we planned her arrival carefully and we’re managing her well.
The immigration authorities were strict. You know, we’re responsible for her here.
We don’t let her out on the loose. A twenty year old, especially a girl, can get into
any number of things these days.”

Their prattling continued—unabated for the entire hour —precious
homes, fine furniture, domestic servants. And their brilliant children. It seemed
that the whole world graduated summa cum laude from Harvard and got married
and became a success. So I retired from the teachers’ lounge to eat my lunch in the
boiler room with the custodian. We sat at a wobbly card table with uneven legs —
or maybe that basement floor was uneven. The custodian didn’t graduate summa
cum laude from anywhere but he did enjoy my company. And his son didn’t
graduate summa cum laude either. In fact, his son was a ninth grader at the age of
seventeen and his only ambition was to drive an M-48 tank in Vietnam.



During my second year at Picker, I discovered the nearby junior high
school on Inland Avenue. One of my old friends from college was teaching there
and asked me to have lunch with him. The school had a bright, clean cafeteria and
I started eating there regularly that fall. And talking to new people. Which meant
that I didn’t have to bring my lunch any more or listen to Dickie’s-still-at-Harvard
Hampton or eat in the boiler room with the custodian. The majority of the junior
high teachers were men. Each had his field of expertise. And that provided the
inspiration to start a project of my own at Picker.

I gathered a stack of science bulletins and curriculum guides published by
the board of education. The lab assistant at the junior high lent some equipment.
Hester Hardy had collected a number of science models and apparatuses over the
years which she enthusiastically contributed. “I never used this stuff. It’s what
we’ve got left over from when we had the seventh and eighth graders here. That
was a long time ago before they built the junior high school. When Mr.
Scheisswirth used to teach science. Somehow it all ended up in my closet. You can
have it now because I don’t know a thing about science.” And neither did anyone
else at Picker. Except Scheisswirth. Which wasn’t entirely their fault. Elementary
school teachers are generally education majors. And Picker’s ancient staff had
gone to college when there were few, if any, science requirements.

So with an impressive array of sophisticated equipment like a creaky,
hand-crank, electro-magnet generator, a miniature steam engine complete with
boiler, connecting rods and steam driven piston and a lot of other junk,I began as
Picker’s self-appointed science coordinator. Instructing my own class presented no
programming difficulties since I had them all day anyway. But I later developed a
plan for the sixth graders. So I had to sacrifice two teacher preparation periods and
work harder at home. There were two sixth grade classes. I met with each of them
once a week. That lightened the work load for their regular teacher. So the project
enjoyed a universal popularity. Unless Scheisswirth objected. The youngsters
buzzed with excitement whenever I entered a classroom with a strange apparatus.
“Wuttsee gonna do with that? Wuttsee gonna do?” A male teacher was a novelty.
And having a special teacher for science lent the subject a new status.

The youngsters were generally attentive even without elaborate apparatus.
Once I told them that they were partially blind in both eyes. Which caused quite a
stir until I assured them that the condition was normal. To demonstrate I
distributed sheets of blank drawing paper and instructed the youngsters to make
two heavy marks with a black crayon — on a straight horizontal line about ten
inches apart. Which they did with a lot of chattering and speculation. Then they
were instructed to hold up the paper two inches in front of their eyes, focus on one
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mark and slowly move the paper back until the second mark became invisible.
Which would indicate the blind spot — the spot where the optic nerve enters the
retina. Not every child was successful and there was a lot of arguing about who
saw and who didn’t see. But they all wanted to know more about the eye. And that
was an exciting accomplishment. Those classes were a welcome change from the
doldrums of a routine elementary school day. Finding new and wonderful things
to do with my fourth graders was growing more difficult every day. Especially at
the end of the year when the weather got warm.

Many of the staff at the junior high were members of the United
Confederation of Teachers. As June 30, the expiration date of our contract,
approached, conversation turned to union matters. And I became the first union
man at Picker. The second was Cookie Figelman, a young girl who had joined our
staff in February — which is a whole story by itself.

Such was the condition of the P.P. Picker Elementary School when I came
there to seek employment and deferment and to escape the draft and deployment.
Those first two years were not entirely unpleasant. A rural atmosphere surrounded
the school. The grass in the meadows grew tall in the late spring; the air was sweet
with the aroma of green things; the shrill cackling of ringnecks heralded the new
season. Flocks of northbound Canadian geese and mallard ducks landed in the
morainal ponds — the southernmost remnants of the last ice age — that dotted the
woods. In the fall they would be back winging their way south. And I would be
back at Picker to start my third year.
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CHAPTER III

Summer vacations for students and teachers are a vestige of an
agricultural American society whose children studied during the non-productive
winters and returned to work on the land when spring thawed the frozen soil. It
became a tradition even after it outlived its usefulness. And persisted into our age
of conspicuous consumption. But the fields and woodlands receded under the
bulldozer as the realization of the great American dream manifested itself in row
after row of split levels, colonials and ranches. Agricultural land rapidly
disappeared, the summer recess remained.

I should have gone to Europe that summer — not because I wanted to but
because everyone expected it. And they think you’re socially retarded if you
haven’t been there. For a teacher, a trip to Europe is mandatory. It became a source
of embarrassment when I had to explain why, after two years in the “profession,”
I had not yet been abroad.

Cookie Figelman had been to Europe. She spent everything she’d saved
from her modest salary during the previous year. She went of her own accord and
because of an inherent need to know, to explore, to be “where it’s happening,” to
fly and to take color slides and snapshots.

Cookie began teaching because no one can stay at home and do nothing
even if she can afford it. Cookie was a young woman of average height with a
sylph-like figure, long black hair, ample lips, an aquiline nose and large dark eyes.
But her attractive features produced only the illusion of beauty from a distance. In
the aggregate her features did not harmonize.

Initially I was determined to keep our friendship a platonic one. I was
careful to avoid any contact which would have created in her mind the impression
that my interest was more than casual. But Cookie’s bawdy language and cynicism
were unique in a woman. Especially a woman of twenty-two living with affluent
parents on Staten Island. Figelman and his wife were both principals. Cookie’s
father had been a high school principal for seventeen years. Cookie was their only
child. Cookie and I lived in proximity to each other and I suggested that we drive
to school together. For practical reasons.

The Figelmans owned a large custom-built colonial-style house on
Greenborough Park Hill, a wooded residential area on a high ridge that
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commanded a magnificent view of New York Harbor. The five-minute drive to
Cookie’s might have been even shorter. But the hill on which Cookie resided high
above my home on Frontier Avenue was too steep for any direct route. I followed
the Greenborough Ridge on Greenborough Valley Road until I reached the
twisting Greenborough Hill Road. It was a gradual ascent to the Figelman home
— some five hundred feet above sea level, on Lookout Place. I usually waited for
her to come out without leaving my car. Her parents were friendly and often
coaxed me to join them for breakfast. And I put up a fuss. Maybe it was because
the frenetic antics of Cookie’s poodle unnerved me. He ran all over the furniture
at the very smell of me. Then, quite predictably, he would embrace my leg — it
was always my right leg — with his forepaws as he furiously wagged tail and
tongue simultaneously.

“C’mon Egbert — get out o’ that car! Mr. Figelman used to shout from the
front door. “You don’t have to wait out there.” Sometimes I reluctantly accepted
Figelman’s invitations. But I never ate anything.

“At least have some coffee,” he would say.
“No — I — I really never drink coffee. I know it sounds crazy but I never

got into the habit.”
“Then how about some tea, cocoa, toast?”
“No — thank you — but I think I’ll just sit here at the table and look at

your paper until Cookie’s ready.” But Figelman didn’t let me read his paper.
“How is Leonard by the way — that old firebrand!”
“Oh — do you know Mr. Scheisswirth?”
“Know ‘im! Leonard and I used tuh sneak under turnstiles together.

“Well,” Figelman explained, “in those days we didn’t’ have a nickel for the
subway. But don’t misunderstand. We were young people with a purpose — a real
purpose! That subway fare was our lunch, our tuition. And that Leonard — he was
a hard worker. Still working his way through law school when I met him.”

Figelman fired desultory bursts of nostalgia from the breakfast table.
When he ceased firing I felt obligated to respond with a question. I couldn’t simply
ignore his remarks or permit them to pass without some proof that I was listening.
It would have been impolite and disrespectful. Especially when he spoke so
candidly.

“Well it’s hard to think of Mr. Scheisswirth as a ‘firebrand’,” I said.
“Firebrand?” Figelman queried. I unwittingly repeated one word or phrase

that generated more unwanted conversation.
“Yeah — yuh called Mr. Scheisswirth a firebrand — ‘an old firebrand’ .”
Figelman ruminated my remark — but only momentarily before he told

the whole story.



“There were plenty o’ firebrands around in those days.
“Those were depression times, Egbert. You can’t imagine how different it

was in those days. When I started as a per diem sub we were getting paid at the
rate of six dollars a day — with a masters. If you were lucky enough to get the
work you gave the principal three bucks and you were glad he didn’t take four. A
permanent teaching job cost about $1,500 — principals paid about $6,000 for
theirs. We were fortunate just tuh get a teaching license. Over five thousand people
took the exam for substitute teacher back in 1938. Only thirty-seven passed —
thirty-five not counting Leonard and me. And it was the only exam they’d given in
ten years.

“I met Leonard at the oldest yeshiva in this country —maybe the oldest in
the Western World — on the Lower East Side. We both taught there for years. It
was the mesivtah division of the high school. That means boys only. T h e y
separated the sexes. Just like the Catholic schools. We were both per diem subs in
the city system and needless to say we didn’t work often. Leonard was hauling ice
in the morning, teaching at the yeshiva every afternoon including Sunday and
attending Brooklyn Law School four nights a week.

“Well, this yeshiva was supposed to be a part-time job but we taught five
thirty-minute periods. From 4:00 o’clock to around 6:30. We were teaching there
about a year when the rabbi dropped in on us. We were in the study hall waiting
for the 4:00 o’clock starting bell. There were about twenty-five of us in there at
the time. He said that the board of directors informed him that there were hundreds
of applications for teaching jobs and that most of the applicants far exceeded the
minimum standards. He said they were willing to work for half of what we were
making. But he generously offered not to fire any of us — that is — on condition
that we accept a new austerity program. We’d have to work for half pay. None of
us said a word until the old rabbi left.

“Then Leonard got up and spoke. He was the only law student in the
group. Everyone listened as if he were some kind o’ charisma. They didn’t
understand all of his legal jargon — and neither did I — but they listened. And
they stood behind ‘im solidly.

“We became part of the city teachers’ union.”
“There was a teachers’ union in those days?”
“Oh, sure there was. But it was more political than anything else. And like

a lot of unions in those days — ‘riddled with reds’. They seemed more concerned
with U.S. foreign policy than the welfare of the membership. In 1938 — just
before the war began — they wanted us to distribute leaflets demanding that the
U.S. ‘stop fascism and nazism’ and then after ‘39 when Russia and Germany
signed the non-aggression pact — while England was already under attack — they
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wanted us to distribute leaflets demanding that the U.S. stay out of ‘capitalist
wars’.

“We finally chucked the union and decided to go it alone. Leonard
arranged for a meeting with the old rabbi for 3:30 — half an hour before classes
were to begin. The kids knew what was afoot. They knew that we threatened to
strike at 4:00 o’clock if we didn’t get action. We could see them in the courtyard,
from the window of the study hall, cheering us on.”

“But I thought those orthodox religious kids were studious. Didn’t they
feel that you were cheating them out of an education?”

“Those kids? They started school at 7:00 in the morning. They worked all
day memorizing the Talmud and other Hebraic writings. At 4:00 in the afternoon
they started their English subjects to comply with the minimum state regents
requirements. They didn’t finish school until 6:30 in the evening. Their rabbis
were respected but not without being feared — and kids are gonna be kids if they
get the opportunity. We were their opportunity. We decided not to go to our classes
until our original salary was restored in full. The rabbi never showed up nor any
member of his board of directors. But at 3:55 —just five minutes before the
deadline — this lawyer arrives.”

I didn’t notice Cookie’s arrival. She sat at the table without a word as her
father went on. She munched noisily on a piece of burnt toast.

“Only Leonard stood up when this lawyer started talking —oddly enough
some hard-boiled Irishman who figured we were a flock of sheep.

“‘Yuh know the bell’s gonna ring. Don’t yuh think that you ought a start
to yuh classes now!’

“‘Where is Rabbi Wise? We have an appointment. And if he isn’t here by
4:00 o’clock, we’re leaving.’

“‘The rabbi is momentarily indisposed. Um representin ‘is inrests and um
askin yuh to go to yuh classes — right now.’” But Leonard called his bluff.

“‘I’m representing the interests of these teachers and we’re not going
anywhere — none of us — until we see the rabbi or the board. It’s unconscionable
that he and the board saw fit not only to deny their contractual obligations but also
to attempt to shame us in the presence of our students out there by refusing to meet
with us.’ So this lawyer backed off a little when he realized we weren’t sheep.

“‘Um gonna ring the starting bell in fifteen minutes. Yuh’ve got til then to
make up yuh minds,’ and he left.

“The bell finally rang after about a half hour and the students went up to
their classes but none of us went up to teach. The kids hung out o’ their classroom
windows and cheered as we walked out o’ the study hall and into the courtyard.
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Rabbi Wise rushed up to stop us from leaving. He’d posted himself in the
elementary school just across the street — observing and awaiting the outcome.
That sly old goat. He met with us and largely because of Leonard’s shrewd
bargaining our original salary was restored — in full.”

“Uh — excuse my curiosity, Mr. Figelman, but how much did they pay
you in those days?”

“Pay! We rarely got paid! That school barely had money enough to keep
the lights burning. Whenever they gave us a check we ran to the bank on winged
feet before they phoned to tell us not to cash them because their account was
overdrawn.”

Cookie alternated her glances between me and the kitchen clock before
she started for the door.

I didn’t ask Figelman to expand on the underlying reasons for
Scheisswirth’s militance.

“Gee, I hope I’m not gonna make you late for school, Mr. Figelman,” I
said, following Cookie to the door.

I never said anything intelligent in Mr. Figelman’s presence — if I said
anything at all.

Cookie was good company and I didn’t have to be careful about what I
said just because she was a girl. The dirve to Picker was a pleasant one, west along
Greenborough Valley Road to the point where Greenborough Ridge gradually
descended to a flat, heavily wooded plain on its southern slope and a broad tract
of tidewater marsh on the southwest. From there it was only a short drive in a
southerly direction on Inland Avenue to the school. Especially when it was
Cookie’s turn to drive.

“Hey, Cook!” I always called her “Cook.” “We don’t hafta go this fast, do
we? The trees are starting to blur already.” 

“Do I say anything when you drive?”
“No — but I saw a cop back there sittin on a bike.” She looked up at the

rear view mirror.
“Oh shit!” Cookie didn’t mince words. “You — are — right. Wow — look

at ‘im lean into those curves.
“Fall off your charming little ‘bike’ — you fat pig.” Cookie used the

appellation, “pig” in reference to policemen long before the term became popular
among dissident youth.

“Why don’t they ever fall off their fuckin bikes? His fat tuchis is hanging
halfway over the saddle now already. They all eat too damn many crullers.”
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Cookie is one of those people who believes that obesity is attributable to
an individual’s insatiable, gluttonous craving for one kind of food.

The traffic officer was initially cordial and articulate, his expression
hidden behind a pair of dark glasses.

“Do you know why I had to give chase and arrest this vehicle to a halt?”
He deftly removed his black leather gloves and tucked them behind his pearl-
handled revolver as he spoke. With polished jack boots, shiny blue helmet, and all
that brass and chrome he glistened with enough official paraphernalia to command
a division. “I was compelled to accelerate my own pursuit vehicle excessively to
catch up with you!”

Cookie’s cheeks were visibly flushed and a sheepish grin spread over her
unusual physiognomy.

“Well — I — was late for school,” she blurted.
“School?” said the officer. “A student huh!”
Cookie was too young to be flattered by a remark like that. “No! A school

teacher,” she snapped. 
“Now, is your speeding any kind of example to set for your students?”
Cookie resented being scolded like a child.
“I’ve never had any complaints from anyone about the kind of example I

set for my students!”
“You know, I think we’re gonna hafta teach you tuh slow down. And when

you learn how tuh control yourself — then maybe — you’ll be able to operate yuh
vehicle.”

Cookie’s expression became livid. She scowled at the impeccably
uniformed patrolman. “Look, General, if I’m getting a ticket...”

“And one more o’ those remarks and you won’t be doin anymore drivin
either! “

The prophetic nature of his statement was not apparent to me until I
learned that Cookie had earned three speeding citations in the space of three
months. Cookie was a proud young woman —sometimes even courageous. She
knew that the revocation of her license was certain to follow those ripostes. Cookie
had to have the last word even if it cost her license. And so we no longer shared
the driving burden. I carried it exclusively for the remainder of that term.

Cookie began her career with the sixth grade after I had been demoted to
the fourth. She was inexperienced but the children were inexplicably drawn to her.
Their standardized reading scores reflected a growth in excess of two full years.
Scheisswirth wrote a complimentary letter in recognition of her “extraordinary
achievement” and commented that she had “fostered an esprit de corps” among
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her students. My science demonstrations went unrecognized. And I resented that.
But Scheisswirth didn’t want science, he wanted reading.

The fourth graders showed barely one year’s reading skills improvement
in spite of all my efforts. Scheisswirth said that “good teachers were made not
born.” In any case the principal suggested that I attend his “Teaching of Remedial
Reading” course for beginning teachers. He was always encouraging, always
positive. But I was somewhat apprehensive when he suggested that, “there are far
too few men in the early childhood grades.” I should never have discussed the
matter with Cookie.

“Well look, Bertie,” Cookie always called me Bertie, “you don’t have to
take a third grade! Not if you don’t want to.”

“But Scheisswirth’s right. The kids don’t seem to improve in my class. I
just hope he doesn’t stick me with the goddamn kindergarten.”

“Christ, Bertie, didn’t you prepare those kids?” shouted Cookie in mock
anger.

“Wutta yuh mean, prepare? I taught reading every day, the same as you.”
“Did you? Did you coach them? Did you give them any samples of the old

tests? Did you teach them how to take that test? Did you find out what was gonna
be on that reading test? Christ, Bertie, don’t you know by now what that man
wants from you? So give him what he wants. Any way you can! Don’t you
understand? What do yuh want him to do — put it all in writing?

“Anyway, the kids don’t necessarily hafta improve and besides you don’t
have a license to teach early childhood grades. Damn it, Bertie, if you let that big
load o’ crap bullshit you, I’m not gettin into the same car with you.” Which was a
brave threat since Cookie didn’t have a driver’s license any more. And she
depended on me exclusively to drive her to school.

“Grace’s sister-in-law is coming back from a two year leave of absence.
But now she wants to walk right in and take her old fourth grade back. But she
can’t bump you out — not after two years. Read yuh contract.”

“Yeah — I guess you’re right.”
“Yeah! And you’d better get your ass up to his office and let ‘im know how

you feel about it. Remember? You know how my father feels about the UCT. But
I joined. Besides what would those union friends o’ yours over at the junior high
think if they found out that you didn’t demand your contract rights?”

Cookie possessed a knack for making me feel ashamed of myself. But her
advice only aggravated the problem.

Scheisswirth seemed to know in advance the reason for our meeting.
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“What is it Mr. Robbin?” I couldn’t remember the last time that he had
called me “Mr. Robbin.”

“Well, I’d like to discuss my assignment for next fall, Mr. Scheisswirth.”
“Fine. What is it about your assignment that you wish to know?”
“Well — I — I’d like to remain with the fourth grade. I don’t have a

license for early childhood grades and I feel more comfortable with the older
children.”

Scheisswirth was not unsympathetic.
“Egbert, you saw your class’s reading scores. I don’t want to be blunt but

they’re terrible. You couldn’t control a fifth grade class and the fourth grade is a
pivotal year in the elementary school. Do you know that I’ve received complaints
about the way you handle those kids. You’re too rough on them. Do you really
keep some of those kids in after school and sometimes during their lunch hour?”

“Well, it’s my lunch hour too. I keep them in to help them with reading.
They eat their lunch in the classroom. They like it. And they clean up afterwards.”
I grew flustered and angry. “But I’m not here to discuss my performance in the
classroom. I have a right to keep the fourth grade!”

“What right!” he shouted intimidatingly. I had never seen Scheisswirth so
angry. He had been cordial until I injected the word “right” into the conversation.
“Do you want your rights — your contract rights? Okay! It’s lunch time and
according to the terms of your contract you’re supposed to have a lunch duty. Well,
you get out right now and supervise the lunchroom. And, by the way, you receive
and enjoy two free forty-minute preparation periods each week. The contract
provides for one. And that’s how many you’ll have starting now. That’ll give you
more time to teach reading instead o’ science because you’ve proved you can’t do
both.

“This is a small school, Egbert. We all work together to make things
easier. So let’s get the rules straight.

“Oh — and Egbert! The next time you eat lunch at that junior high school,
you’re to punch out at the time clock — but not before 12:00 o’clock. And you’re
to punch in not later than 12:50 — not at 1:00 o’clock as you’ve been doing.”

Mr. Scheisswirth hired me at a critical time. I could easily have been
drafted. But the teaching position exempted me from military service.
Scheisswirth had been sympathetic in spite of his own proud war record and I felt
guilty about our confrontation. Becoming a good teacher had become genuinely
important to me. In addition, I had committed myself to the union, its members,
its contract, and its effort to lend dignity to the teaching profession. So I didn’t
argue.
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There had been little talk of a strike at the expiration of the contract in
June 1967. But the following September there was still no contract.

I didn’t see Cookie during the entire summer because she had gone to
Europe. She didn’t return until the last day of vacation. As we drove to the first
day of school she babbled endlessly about her trip and the two Italians she and her
attractive traveling companion met in Rome — and with whom they were
photographed at the Fountain of Trevi. Even as I drove she kept handing me
pictures. I tried to explain that no contract had been negotiated during her absence;
that we were on strike and on our way to a picket line; and that she would have to
stand with her commitment to the union in spite of her father and in spite of “esprit
de corps.”

Auxiliary pickets from the junior high school had already been posted on
the wide sidewalks near the entrance to the old elementary school when we
arrived. Two policemen stood unobtrusively at the curb. Scheisswirth stood in
front of the high iron palings that bounded the rectangularly shaped school on
three sides. He spoke in a friendly manner with the junior high school pickets. And
particularly with their popular chief spokesman, “Big” Bill Bernstein. He ignored
my presence, at least initially. It was a bright September day but a morning chill
lingered over the dew-soaked ground.

“C’mon up fuh some coffee fellas.” Scheisswirth’s conciliatory offer was
accompanied by a broad uneasy grin. “You may be on strike but you don’t have to
suffer out here in the cold. Hester probably has our old pot boiling right now.” 

But I had not seen Hester enter the building. “Besides,” Scheisswirth went
on, “there’s no one way out here to read your picket signs anyway.”

I doubt if anyone would have accepted his offer in any case. “Big” Bill
Bernstein, the UCT leader for the entire district of Staten Island, was on hand
because P.P. Picker was one of some half dozen schools on the south shore of the
island with little or no union membership. Bernstein was determined to change
that situation.

“Thanks, but no thanks, Mr. Scheisswirth,” said Bernstein firmly, “I’ve
had coffee.” It was clear that Bernstein was speaking for everyone.
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“This school shouldn’t even be open in the first place. Your teachers are
on strike. What about the safety of your children — children in the classrooms
without teachers. You’ve got fifteen on your staff — I counted only eleven going
in and it’s 9:15 already.”

“Safety! You’re the people who are jeopardizing the safety of the children.
I only have two teachers on strike and they’re standing right there beside you.”

Scheisswirth didn’t mention Cookie and me by name but he did stare in
our direction accusingly as he spoke to “Big” Bill. His amiable grin had
evaporated in the chilly September air. He stood alone, as the picketers gathered
close to Bernstein.

“Who’s covering those classes if you’ve got two teachers out on strike?
The PTA?”

Scheisswirth started to answer but he paused. Bernstein raised his arms
and shook them as he spoke.

“I’ll tell you who’s covering those classes. Your local PTA members! I saw
them leading Robbin’s and Figelman’s classes up the back steps from the
assembly area in the courtyard. Who are you kidding? You know that’s contrary to
the terms of the contract and the rules of the board.” Scheisswirth’s short stocky
frame shook with contempt.

“There is no contract and you’re no one to talk about rules and laws. You
know public employees are prohibited by law from striking!”

“We’re not on strike. We’re resigning en masse in protest against non-
competitive salaries and poor learning conditions for kids! Read those picket signs
— TEACHERS WANT WHAT CHILDREN NEED.”

“How do you know that poor learning conditions exist in my school. Did
you ever go in there to do a study? Have you ever even stepped inside my school?
As for the resignations ‘en masse’, I don’t care what the papers called it — your
union is on strike against children, against state law and you know it, damn it!”

Bernstein dropped his hands to his sides with a sigh. “You know, I just
don’t understand you supervisors. Every time we get a pay hike you get a pay hike.
That’s more than an equitable arrangement your organization of supervisors has
with the board. Who negotiated that ‘contract’? What’s the salary differential
currently between teachers and supervisors — 1.5? We get a top salary of $10,000
and you get $15,000 — automatically; we get $15,000, you get $22,500; we get
$20,000, you get $30,000; we wait 14 years for our top, you get yours after only
three years. Why didn’t you anti-strike, anti-union ‘professionals’ turn down the
pay increases we earned for you in the past five years? You stay safe in your school
getting your regular fat pay checks — semi-monthly now, thanks to the union —
while we stick our necks out and then you reap the spoils of victory! Right! Why
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don’t you help us by at least refraining from fighting us. Get those PTA women
outta that damn school fuh Chrissake! Declare the school unsafe! There’s
principals all ova the city doing it.”

Scheisswirth offered no repartee. The dying embers of an old firebrand
were now hardly visible in the dimly lit past.

Hester and Grace came late, hoping to avoid a confrontation. They didn’t
even glance in my direction but stared resolutely straight ahead as they walked
across the street. Bernstein and the pickets spotted them before they reached the
sidewalks; and they were determined to stop them.

“Hey! You people, you’re not gonna cross a teachers’ picket line, are
yuh?” said Bernstein. The line closed in on the elderly teachers making it difficult
for them to step over the curb. Scheisswirth intervened and escorted his teachers
as far as the gate. Then he turned to face the shouting pickets.

“We’re out here fighting your battles,” yelled one of the pickets, “thanks
fuh yuh help!”

“Look — uh — Egbert,” said Bernstein. “It is Egbert, isn’t it? You’ve got
to work on the people at this school. If they’re allowed to walk in so easy without
a fight, then they will — understand?” I made no reply beyond a vacuous stare.

Scheisswirth stared back at me and Cookie; his eyes blazing red with
anger; his expression one of contempt and bitter disillusionment.

The strike continued for five long weeks. Scheisswirth never again
emerged from within the protective walls of P.P. Picker to offer hot coffee to
anyone. The mornings grew chillier and it felt strange to stand so near to P.P.
Picker without entering and performing my usual teaching duties. I had often been
bored with those duties: the multiplication tables that the children always
completely forgot during their summer recess, the endless trips to the lavatory, the
incessant buzzing of voices in the classroom and the endless stream of illegible
compositions — all with the same predictable mistakes repeated again and again.
But it all seemed quite attractive in contrast to that seemingly eternal, payless
strike.

My parents didn’t ask me to work at any other job but I was tired of
“vacation.” And picketing occupied only my early morning hours. Commiserating
with my union comrades began to lose its palliative effect on my waning spirit.

I needed some vent for my unused energy. But jobs for striking teachers
were hard to find and prospective employers were skeptical. In desperation, I
turned to the William T. Smith International Detective Agency on East 23rd Street
in Manhattan. The ad in the New York Times requested, “qualified men — all ages
— to fill positions as uniformed security guards — men needed in all boroughs —
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no experience necessary — must be reliable — bring proof of draft status or
military discharge papers.”

Ll

The interviewer must have been at least a lieutenant in the organization if
the bars on his light blue uniform indicated a rank of some sort. An aura of
success, even pride — the kind born of a tough but honest struggle through the
ranks — radiated from his expression of feigned concern. His desk was one of
about five, each enclosed between two frosted glass partitions. He repeatedly
braced his stubby forearms on the lightly padded metal arms of the desk chair and
shifted his squat, middle-aged frame.

“It said ‘college’ on yuh application. Yuh went to college, huh!” He
glanced down at my application. “Hey — ya gotta mastas degree too, huh.

“It says here that you’re a teacher. It says you’re a teacher with the City
Board of Education. Aren’t you on strike? Ya know jobs are scarce these days fer
educated guys like you.”

I wore that masters degree like an albatross around my neck. “And how do
I know when your strike’s gonna be over — we hafta train you — I mean we ain’t
gottne guarantee of anything — do we?”

“Yes, but I’m sure we’ll be out for a long time. In any case, I’ll probably
need a lot of night work to make up the money I’m losing.”

“Well, we don’t have too many assignments over there on Staten Island —
you may hafta take somethin here in Manhattan.”

I don’t know why I had told the truth — that I was a teacher on strike. It
would have been difficult enough without that handicap in addition.

“Wait — I might have a job for you — out at the S&S Company factory
— it’s on Staten Island too — know where it is?”

I had never actually been to the site of the S&S factory but I had seen its
billowing smokestacks across the miles of marshland from the point where the
southern tip of Greenborough Ridge meets Greenborough Valley Road. Instead of
a left turn from the valley road to Inland Avenue, which led to Picker, I turned
northwest onto Marshplains Road and virtually followed my nose to the Soap &
Soap Company’s factory.

The “graveyard” tour was a lonely one but it afforded me the opportunity
to work a full eight hour shift from 12:00 midnight to 8:00 a.m. and arrive at the
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Picker picket line by 8:20. The warehouse for which I was responsible covered
acres of ground with perhaps millions of square feet of storage space. I had never
realized that Soap & Soap produced such a proliferation of soaps and detergents
with a plethora of multi-colored labels and assorted shapes. They were stacked to
the rafters on wide shelves supported by steel girders. They overflowed the narrow
aisles; the damp cement floor reeked of their insufferable pungence. The cool air
of early fall offered some relief but the odor of marshgrass and soap mingled
disagreeably on the stagnant nocturnal mists. As I stood on the deserted loading
platforms, the few lights dotting the huge factory were easy to see across the
empty parking lots. Men worked all night to maintain the furnaces but I never saw
them. I never saw anyone except the welcome sight of the uniformed man who
came to relieve me at 8:00 a.m.

During my frequent tours I carried a round clock bound in black leather
and equipped with a shoulder strap. There was a large keyhole in its back. The ten
skeleton keys which fitted into the hole hung in the farflung corners of the
warehouse and its environs. I was to turn each of the keys in the clock’s keyhole
once each hour. Every turn of a key punctured a paper disk inside the clock — as
the disk revolved synchronously with the dials on its face. Each key punctured the
disk with its own peculiar mark. In this manner the ten spaces between the
punctures on the disk indicated the intervals between my arrival at each location
of each key. I turned each key in the clock at six minute intervals. It was of
paramount importance — at least for my employer — that the ten intervals during
each sixty-minute period be regular. Therefore, I carried my own monitoring
device — a mechanical supervisor — which not only insured my hourly
inspection but also insured their regularity. Of course, the human supervisor had
the only key to open the clock itself.

My favorite key hung from the gnarled trunk of an ancient willow tree at
the rear of the warehouse. There on the edge of a marshy wilderness, I saw the sun
rise slowly over Greenborough Ridge, miles to the east.

Thus I was compelled to “tour” the warehouse again and again but even
the most scrupulous inspections produced only eighty tiny punctures on the round
paper disk — a tedious record of eight concentric circles — ten punctures in each.

The smell of soap did not abate until I had driven about a mile from the
factory and the automobile junkyard at the end of Marshplains Road. The area in
the vicinity of Soap & Soap would not have been complete without a junkyard.

The woodlands and farms northeast of the marsh had changed since my
days as a child explorer. The thick shady woods growing over the edge of the road
yielded to large tracts of bulldozed black loamy earth. The once fertile fields
produced only rows of freshly constructed “American dreams.” And the lonely
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arboreal survivors of the dozers served as signposts to invite the public to inspect
and purchase a new way of life.

See Greenborough Acres — You Can Afford A Home In Heartland Village
Estates.

But little green land remained in the heart of the once green borough.
There was a big-red sign with broken white lettering where the wide dozer tracks
crossed the road. Danger. Earth Moving Vehicles At Work. Danger

Which seemed appropriate when you saw just how much earth they had
moved already. And if I did everything expected of me I’d reach that milestone in
middle class mediocrity and devote my life to sodding, mowing, painting, siding
and roofing.

Ll

Cookie was always on the picket line with the junior high school teachers
when I arrived. Her father had closed his school because only seven of his one
hundred twenty-five teachers reported for work. Scheisswirth never did close
Picker but Bernstein eventually persuaded him to dismiss the volunteer PTA staff.
The roadsides were flooded with noisy brown leaves when the strike ended.

The fifth graders of my first year were now attending the new modern
junior high school about a mile south of P.P. Picker on Inland Avenue. I retained
my hard won fourth grade position. Grace’s sister-in-law took the third grade.
Neither she nor Grace ever spoke to me — even when our classes met by happen-
stance at the lavatories. Sooner or later you met everyone at the lavatory.

Mr. Scheisswirth offered no communication, not even in a professional
capacity until I received an entirely unexpected letter in triplicate. The letter was
printed on official Board of Education stationery.

Dear Mr. Robbin:
At today’s PTA meeting a number of parents spoke to me

about the homework situation in your class. They were quite upset
over the fact that homework was being assigned to the entire class
as a punishment. A detailed statement as to time spent on
homework for a given night was handed to me.

Math: 3:20 to 3:55 p.m. — 25 min.
Social Studies: 15 min.
Tables lx-12x: Thrice each — a total of 467 examples as

punishment for talking
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If you will consult your faculty conference notes file, you will
find a sheet called “The Role of Homework in the Educational
Process.” This sheet not only lists the Board of Education
homework policy as to time (30-45 min. in gr. 4), but also
contains information as to the nature and type of homework to be
assigned.

It specifically states that “homework is never a punishment.”
If you feel you cannot cope with a classroom situation

through normal means, please consult me. I shall be happy to
assist you in any way possible. However, we do not wish to
destroy the cordial relationship which exists between the parents
and the school, nor do we wish to have pupils lose their
willingness to extend the school day through the medium of
homework.

The letter was closed with, “Yours truly.” All business, legal and
professional letters are closed with “yours truly” regardless of the harshness or
unreasonableness of their contents. And like everyone else in authority,
Scheisswirth wouldn’t say what he meant.

Teachers cannot divide their loyalty between professional duties and
militant unionism. Only relentless self-discipline, competitive scholarship and
respect for law are deserving of the higher salaries which teachers had extorted by
means of an illegal strike. Picker’s patriarch had extended to Mr. Egbert Robbin
the full measure of his wisdom and expertise. The sentimental old headmaster had,
at considerable personal expense, marked each occasion of Mr. Robbin’s birthday
with a sumptuous luncheon of lobsters and butter sauce. Now this same Egbert
Robbin, whom Major Scheisswirth had plucked from the fortunes of war, was a
bitter disappointment, an ungrateful moral vagrant —a unionist.

The letter requested my immediate signature on all three copies as an
admission of guilt — a kind of “professional confessional.” The letter was to be
returned to the principal and filed for possible future reference. I signed the letter
reluctantly only after repeated efforts to meet personally with the principal. But he
was always in the “men’s room.” It should have been called the “man’s room.” It
was the only men’s room in that school — the elusive Scheisswirth’s lavatorial
sanctuary.

An extra key was left in the possession of Scheisswirth’s secretary, Mrs.
Mona Cosgrove — a kind of lavatorial middleman or monitor — a woman of fifty-
two with a no-nonsense expression and makeup as thick as baked enamel. Mona
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had served Picker’s last two principals for thirty-one years with a fierce sense of
loyalty. I had to negotiate for each use of the key which was rarely available.
“Must you really have the key immediately, Mr. Robbin?” Old Cosgrove was not
entirely unsympathetic. Perhaps if I had pretended to wince in pain or cupped my
crotch with both hands like a first grader who “can’t hold it in any more,” the key
would have been more easily obtainable.

The tiny, newspaper-cluttered lavatory, barely larger than a closet, was a
difficult place to enter in any case. A magazine rack and an ashtray were raised on
tripods to just above toilet seat level. With these amenities, Scheisswirth could
read the newspaper, smoke a cigar and defecate simultaneously. The rusty metal
frames of the room’s one small frosted window were immoveable — frozen shut
after a thousand years of disuse. Consequently a dense fecal smog hung in thick
layers on the dank, stagnant air.

I never obtained my own key even after Cookie and Hester pleaded in my
behalf. Cookie heatedly pointed out to the principal that my continued use of the
ladies room would present an “intolerable situation in terms of many reasons” and
that it was a “fragrant violation of union contract.”

Scheisswirth scheduled three visits to my room over a period of about five
months. It was his custom to visit each of his teachers at least twice each year (but
not more than three times) for the purpose of “helping new teachers develop new
techniques” and “developing old skills to new heights of effectiveness for more
experienced teachers.” Scheisswirth always notified the teacher a week in advance
of his visit and often met with new teachers in advance to help the “neophytes”
plan a meaningful presentation.

Scheisswirth had always prefaced the official reports of his classroom
teaching observations with words of encouragement.

“For a tyro you are doing very well. Your pupils like and respect you. You
prepare your lessons well and have the children working ... Your most serious fault
is one which is common to all young teachers. You bit off more than you can chew
... Try to lower your sights so that the pupils can grasp one item at a time.”

Even my faults seemed praiseworthy in those early days. But Scheisswirth
continued to be fair and exacting in his evaluations even if he did omit the
encouraging words.

“On the chalkboard you had listed a number of items called
‘new words’. These included place names and such words as ... You also

had a large map of ... on the board. Your geography lesson ...”
But when Scheisswirth entered my room, unscheduled and unannounced,

I was taken aback. He didn’t greet the youngsters with his usual, “Hi boys and
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girls.” A pretty, expressionless girl of about twenty accompanied him. Which
made me feel self-conscious. Without uttering a single word and without even
nodding to acknowledge my presence they seated themselves near one of the
reference book tables at the rear of the room. For a moment I only stared in
disbelief and bewilderment.

“Mr. Scheisswirth! May I please have a word with you?” My voice must
have been loud and authoritative even if clearly accented with my rapid heartbeat.
The principal rose and walked slowly past the coat closets toward the front. His
usually cheerful expression was clouded with austerity.

“Mr. Robbin! Those coat closets must be closed at all times. The Fire
Department regulations are strictly enforced.”

“Mr. Scheisswirth,” I whispered loudly, “you’ve observed me three times
this year.”

“Is there anything strange in that, Mr. Robbin?”
“But this is the fourth time. No one is observed more than three times. You

said that yourself during our first faculty conference.” 
“Mr. Robbin, your performance indicated the need for additional help.”
“But you never gave me the customary advance notice for this...” 
“If you’d check your professional mailbox in the main office — just once

in a while — you’d have been apprised of this visit about which you seem to know
nothing.”

Scheisswirth lowered his own voice to a loud whisper and continued to
sell his point. The youngsters maintained an unusual silence as they strained to
hear the “unhearable.”

“That student teacher drove all the way out here from Wagner College to
observe the techniques of practiced professionals. Are you going to make a fuss
now?”

“But...” I was adamant, “there was nothing in my mailbox yesterday. You
must have — have put it in there this morning. Even if I’d seen it I wouldn’t have
been able to prepare for this.”

“Mr. Robbin,” it had been “Mr. Robbin” ever since those chilly September
mornings on the picket line — “good teachers are always prepared. Now, the
students are waiting, our patient guest is waiting — and I am waiting — and very
patiently, at that.”

Scheisswirth returned to his seat at a reference table before I could muster
a response. The student teacher seemed transfixed on the blank chalkboard —
expecting the miracle of learning to materialize momentarily.

Some of the students had turned in their seat to gaze at the unobtrusive
young girl, others craned their neck to follow Scheisswirth’s perambulations but
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most still looked toward me. I believe that I threw my hands up when I finally did
speak.

“Well,” I spoke mostly for Scheisswirth’s benefit, “we’re engaged in a
research project in which the students pursue knowledge by their own initiative.

“Okay students,” there were thirty-seven of them in that tiny room, “go to
your reference tables and continue the research project you began yesterday.
Please remember to work quietly —remember work quietly.” I always told them
to work quietly. As if it ever did any good.

Within seconds the youngsters were milling about the reference tables,
spilling over books, pushing for position and shouting in a cacophany of
confusion. There were thirty-seven nine-year-old children at the rear of that little
classroom. Scheisswirth tried to ignore the throng but they swarmed over him. He
eventually surrendered his position and escorted his confused guest out of the
noisy room.

Ll

I didn’t tell Cookie what had happened that morning. There would have
been little to gain. She would probably have told me to demand my “contract
rights.” Cookie knew that contract verbatim. I always intended to study it but there
never seemed to be enough time. Besides, I had planned a surprise for Cookie’s
birthday — something I wanted to ask her about on the drive home.

“Damnit, you’re driving too fast, Bertie.” I always drove fast after a
frustrating day in the classroom.

“Yeah — well um in a mood — and if I wanna drive fast, I’ll drive fast.
Remember, I don’t get speeding tickets — and I never lost my license — even if
I do drive too fast once in while. I know how to watch out fuh the cops. That’s
called speeding with intelligence. Not the way you race along these roads,
completely oblivious...” I stopped myself.

“Look! I don’t want to argue with you so close to your birthday, Cook.”
“How did you know, Bertie?” Cookie smiled sheepishly. She had a soft

spot for things like that.
“Well remember when we visited my friend Harvey Mogul last year? Well

I guess I shouldn’t say anything — but — since you didn’t dig Harvey anyway —
Harvey told me you wouldn’t see him again because you already had birthday
plans or whatever you called it.”

Actually I had arranged their meeting. Harvey needed someone at the time
and it seemed an excellent opportunity to repay old debts in kind. Of course, great
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care had to be taken. It had to appear natural. Harvey was attending law school so
it wasn’t difficult for him to arrive home at 3:00 o’clock and wait for us. I simply
invited Cookie to join Harvey and me for a cup of coffee. “We could just stop by
and see if he’s home,” I suggested.

Harvey was gracious enough — perhaps too gracious. Maybe she finally
realized that he was trying, as cleverly as possible, to engender a favorable
impression. He spoke on and on about the law, about law school, about eccentric
law professors. Harvey could always tell interesting and intelligent stories — es-
pecially about the law. He succeeded in making a strong impression on the
impressionable Cookie, who prudently pretended to understand everything, even
if she did not.

But Harvey’s astonishing intellectual agility was often eclipsed by a
chronic absent-mindedness, and a neglect for detail. His car was an example. If he
remembered where he laid the ignition keys, he’d forget where he parked the car.
If, by chance, he remembered the keys and the approximate location of the car, he
never remembered his cigarettes. Harvey could do nothing without his cigarettes
— except hurry to buy more of them. Every ashtray in the house and the car was
stuffed to brimming over with black, foul-smelling cigarette stumps. But
according to Harvey, the real culprit for all the constantly mislaid articles was his
mother — a short, plump woman with a fathomless congeniality.

“Damn it — where the hell did my keys disappear to now! Did that stupid
woman, that legerdemainiac daughter of Merlin, that cleptomaniac mother of
mine, that fastidious ubiquitous janitor who can’t stand to see one little article just
lying around here minding its own goddamn business — did she misplace those
keys again for the one zillionth time this week?”

Nothing frustrated Harvey Mogul more than his inability to locate small
items. His mother was incredibly patient with him in spite of his intolerable
shouting.

“Hey mom! Where the hell did you hide my goddamn cigarettes?” For
years Mrs. Mogul had pleaded with Harvey to quit smoking. So whenever the
cigarettes disappeared she was a prime suspect. “Where’m I gonna find ‘em now
— in the freezer, the oven, or maybe in a goddamn vault so I’ll be certain never to
get them? Don’t you realize I’ve got a date tonight? I’m already late — how the
hell am I ever gonna get there without my cigarettes?”

In any case, Harvey never gave the road much attention — that is, if he
didn’t misplace it altogether. Rather than risk being impolite to passengers, he
always turned to face them when he spoke. None of the gauge indicators in the car
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worked properly. The gasoline gauge indicated a full tank at all times. But no
matter — Harvey was always too steeped in conversation to look at them anyhow.

Harvey planned to take Cookie out to some “in” restaurant overlooking
the Hudson River — the “Cliffside Chalet,” perched high on the Palisades. But he
couldn’t find his way or he missed the correct freeway exit. At any rate, he didn’t
stop driving until they reached Bear Mountain State Forest. They didn’t eat until
12:30 — at the Route 9 Autoburger’s All-Beef Bargains on a Bun. On their journey
home — every ride in a car with Harvey was a journey — the car stalled on the
Verrazano Bridge. Harvey refused to believe that his car could exhaust its supply
of fuel — not with the fuel indicator pointing steadfastly to a full tank. Cookie,
who was by this time suffering from food poisoning and car sickness had hurriedly
abandoned Harvey’s stranded vehicle. It was not too soon, however. Stalled cars
on that bridge are difficult for fast approaching traffic to avoid under the best
conditions. Yet Harvey had forgotten to flash his rear lights when he too left the
car in pursuit of the fleeing Cookie. Fortunately they were not in the car when it
was all but completely destroyed by a speeding truck in what Harvey aptly
described as, “an explosion of nuts, bolts and cigarette ashes.” But he never did
overtake Cookie who at that moment was in full flight on the narrow bridgewalk
high above the oily waters of New York Harbor.

“I don’t talk to Harvey much any more, Cook—especially about girls.
Besides, he’s studying for his bar exam now.”

“Well, I’m sure he’ll pass that. He knows everything except how to drive
a car. How is Harvey anyway?”

“I’d rather not discuss Harvey. Besides, I’m surprised you’re even asking
after that fiasco on the bridge last year. And he wasn’t too pleased about the way
you acted either.”

I was distorting the truth. Harvey was, in fact quite impressed with Cookie
even if the “accidental” meeting I had arranged for them didn’t lead anywhere.
And Harvey and I always talked about girls. Harvey is one of those rare human
beings who can perceive good qualities in an individual which would otherwise
remain unnoticed. He even admired Cookie’s vulgarity because it was, “unique,
bold and honest.” In any case, Cookie had changed substantially since our first
meeting. Her vulgarity seemed more feminine, her physical features more
harmonious. I learned to accept each one of Cookie’s attractive qualities and treat
with each on an individual basis.

“Well look”—I’ll never know why I always prefaced my requests for a
date with “well look” — “how about letting me take you out for your birthday this
year — that is unless you’ve got other plans.”
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Cookie never responded with an unequivocal “yes.” She simply grinned.

Ll

I had never driven up to Lookout Place in the evening. It was still light.
The spring season was more apparent from Lookout Place. The landscape below
looked so quaint and manageable from up there. And green. Because the treetops
hid a lot of roofs and streets from view. Mrs. Figelman answered the doorbell.
Cookie’s frisky poodle gave me a rousing welcome at the door by hopping on his
hind legs like a rabbit. He wouldn’t leave my leg alone. It was my right leg again.
And I couldn’t shake him off. Which was embarrassing in front of Mrs. Figelman.
Because he was affectionately embracing my thigh with his forepaws and
humping my leg.

“Oh — don’t pay any attention to him,” said Mrs. Figelman, “he’s only
playing with you.”

I didn’t have time to pick all the wiry poodle hair from my pants before
Cookie was ready to leave.

No one had as many faces as Cookie. Her evening face must have been the
most attractive; and her rather tall slim figure was impeccably contoured in her
clinging knitted pants and sweater. We talked about school mostly. We always
talked about school.

Traffic was light on the highways and bridges to Manhattan. That’s
something to be thankful for. Harvey had suggested a restaurant called the
“Thespian” at 45th Street and Ninth Avenue. It didn’t serve gourmet food but the
atmosphere was quaint. And that seemed to please Cookie. Harvey was not always
successful with women in practice but he thoroughly understood their peculiar
tastes. Hamburger and French fries do have a unique flavor and appearance with
late nineteenth century fixtures, wooden beamed ceilings, sawdust floors, and a
pictorial history of American prize fighters hanging from the wall near your table.
There were a few stand-up comedians on hand testing new material. It was all
spontaneous, genuine and quite non-commercial.

We didn’t talk much during the long drive back to Staten Island. I
stretched my arm around Cookie’s shoulder and, with a modicum of
determination, drew her closer. At the age of twentyseven this was still a rather
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difficult maneuver to perform nonchalantly. She seemed somewhat more
uncomfortable than I was. My arm soon became partially numb and spiny as it lay
over her shoulder.

“Well I hope ya liked the food, Cook.”
Cookie made at least some effort to appear pleased as she squirmed a little

under the weight of my arm.
“Yes, I — really — did. Do — you — go there — often?”
“Oh, not too often — maybe once a month or so just when ever I’m in the

mood for a place like that.
“I figured you’d like it though.”
We weren’t halfway home and the soreness in my elbow was already quite

painful. The circulation must have been seriously impaired. Nevertheless its
removal would have been even more awkward.

Cookie began squirming again.
“Ah — Bertie. You know you really oughta drive with two hands. I mean

these expressways are really dangerous. There are all kinds of inconsiderate
screwballs driving out here — you know.”

“Yeah, but you know how careful I am. You never said much about my
driving before.”

“Yes, but it’s so late now and we both have to get up tomorrow.”
“Well you can’t worry about the time on your birthday, Cook.”
She began squirming with more regularity and determination. I finally

decided to remove my leaden arm. It hung limp and lifeless at my side for some
time before it became usable again.

Not a word passed between us during the remainder of the drive home. We
sped through the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel and emerged on the elevated Gowanus
Expressway. The speeding white dots that separated the highway into three lanes
gradually lengthened and passed behind us like the segments of my disconnected
life. I tried to pick out just one tiny dot far in the distance and keep track of its
increasing unbroken length but I always failed. The sky was uncommonly clear.
Miles to the east, the well-lit profile of the Verrazano Bridge rose above some of
Brooklyn’s drabbest brownstones and waterfront warehouses. Its colossal
candescent-studded cables swept over its lofty twin towers in graceful waves —
waves that rose sharply as we neared the towering arches of the brilliantly lighted
bridge.

We had driven to and from P.P. Picker a thousand times. But when we
reached Lookout Place on this occasion, Cookie waited for me to open the door
— the same door she opened for herself on every school day. I was planning to
kiss her good night. But the short walk from the car to the house was fraught with
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uneasiness. She unlocked the front door and left it ajar. She turned toward me. I
searched Cookie’s large dark eyes for some encouragement as I touched her waist
and gently drew her nearer. Her poodle whined behind the door until he managed
to wriggle through the narrow opening. Cookie knelt and lifted the poodle to her
bosom. His head bobbed about frenetically as she leaned back under his weight.
He wasn’t a small poodle. They kissed each other affectionately a few times before
I bid Cookie good night and drove home.

It was a sombre drive from Lookout Place to Frontier Avenue. Narrow
roads twisted through the secluded residential parks of Greenborough Ridge; and
the streetlamps burned under a century-old canopy of green-glowing oaks and
maples on that humiliating poodle-kissing night.

I couldn’t decide whether to put the car in the garage or leave it on the
street. My arm was sore and stiff from all that unsolicited hugging and the garage
door was heavy. It was a weekday night. If I don’t put the car in the garage tonight,
I won’t have to take it out in the morning.

So naturally the car wasn’t in the garage the next morning. Nor was it
parked on the street where I had left it. The insurance companies had labeled my
new marina blue sports car a “target vehicle” and refused the high risk of insuring
it. I knew that I shouldn’t have left it on the street unprotected. Not even for one
night. The loss was my fault. The thieves were only doing their job. Those
sneaking bastards. Life in New York City permits no mistakes.

Ll

The morning sky was obligingly dark and overcast. I called the school
immediately in spite of my grief and told Mona Cosgrove that my car had been
stolen and that I would be late. She was not entirely unsympathetic.

“I’m truly sorry to hear that, Mr. Robbin,” said keeper-of-the-lavatorial-
keys Cosgrove. “Is there any other message?” There was another message but I
couldn’t have done justice to it over the phone. So I hung up. Then I called Cookie.

“Christ, Bertie, don’t worry about me this morning,” she said sadly, “I
know what that little car meant to you. Listen, I’m sure dad’ll drive me in. Do you
want a lift with us?” She spoke as if our date the night before had never happened.
And I wished it never had.

“No thanks. I’ll be in later — I guess. I’ve gotta report this theft first.
You’re supposta do that right away. In person.”

I walked two miles to the nearest precinct house. The grand theft auto
detective listened and made some notations on a white pad. And thanked me for
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reporting the one billionth car theft in New York City in the past hour. Having
fulfilled all of my legal responsibilities, I boarded the hourly bus bound for the P.P.
Picker vicinity. That whole business was a big pain in the ass. Not that I cared at
the time.

The bus didn’t stop near the school. It was raining when I got off at about
10:30. Without shortcutting through the woods I might have arrived much later.
The trees offered little cover against the heavy downpour. The old farm ponds
were filling up after a long dry spell so there hadn’t been many ducks around that
spring. We needed the rain but its ill-starred coming didn’t help my appearance
one scintilla.

My students were disappointed when I came dripping into the classroom.
Their restless spirits had risen under the misapprehension that I had met with a
serious accident and wouldn’t arrive at all. They regarded my bedraggled
appearance hopefully for a while until I growled a few routine commands like,
“shut up and sit straight in your seat; and take out a pencil and your notebook.”

It was Wednesday again. Which would have been just another ordinary
day if I didn’t have to collect lunch money, milk money and bank book money.
And trip money. Because the children were always going to a museum, a library,
a nature trail or a courthouse. Where you had to count them every time they got
on or off subways, ferries and buses. And scream at them to line up and stay in size
places. Which could be an embarrassing scene in front of gawking passersby who
didn’t understand what you were doing.

Anyway, all that collecting was a big pain in the ass. The children paid in
pennies that took half the morning to count. And you had to keep a record of
everyone who paid. And some of them got the hot lunch and some got the cold
lunch. I couldn’t get my collections into the office on time. So Mona Cosgrove
thought I was an idiot.

“Mr. Robbin, you’re the only teacher who gives us any trouble. We don’t
have any privileged characters here at Picker.”

I was still soaking wet when Scheisswirth entered my room at about 11:00
with an expression of sympathy. He never raised his voice above a whisper.

“Listen — ah — Mrs. Cosgrove told me what happened earlier this
morning and I’m really sorry. I guess you’re quite upset so I won’t take up too
much of your time now. I just dropped in to tell you that I’ll have to dock your pay
today since you were late without an excuse.”

Scheisswirth continued to sell his point while I was too shocked to speak.
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“According to Board of Education rules, you are permitted a number of
latenesses only if your usual means of public tranportation fails to operate
properly.”

“But — but — my car is my usual means of transportation. I always drive
to school — you know that!”

“Mr. Robbin!” Scheisswirth continued in the best tradition of pedogogical
and legal practice. “The key words here are ‘public transportation’. The fact that
you drive a private car is irrelevant. I took the trouble to inquire of the Staten Is-
land Rapid Transit and Omnibus Transportation Authority and they informed me
that there have been no delays in their service —in spite of the torrential downpour
about an hour ago.”

My soaked trousers were still clinging embarrassingly.
“Yes! But — Mr. Scheisswirth, I had to report the theft. I couldn’t help it

if I just missed the bus. It only runs every hour.”
Scheisswirth was unmoved.
“In brief then, Mr. Robbin, you are personally responsible for your own

lateness. And, Mr. Robbin, we can’t hold up the operation of the entire school in
spite of your misfortune. Mrs. Cosgrove is waiting patiently for your weekly
collections.”

The argument was convincing. For a moment I even felt guilty about
having permitted the theft of my own car. But then I set to work composing a letter.
In it, I outlined the details of my lateness and the nature and substance of Scheiss-
wirth’s visit. In addition, I decided to enlist the aid of any of the staff who would
support me.

“...therefore, we the undersigned think this is a gross error.
Mr. Robbin was required by law to report the theft at the earliest
possible moment to prevent car thieves from going about their evil
business undetected.

“We feel also that Mr. Robbin is the victim of discrimination
at Picker. It’s well-known that similar delays have been reported
in the recent past by other teachers and excused summarily. In the
interest of good principal-teacher relations and justice, we ask
that Mr. Robbin be excused for his lateness.”

I expected Cookie and Hester to sign the letter. But I didn’t expect four
additional signatures — two of them from teachers who had benefitted from my
science demonstrations.
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Cosgrove was alone in the office when I came to deliver the protest during
my free period. Scheisswirth’s absence was not unusual. Especially late on
Wednesday morning when he counted the milk money, the lunch money, the bank
book money and any other pain-in-the-ass money that needed counting. Which
Scheisswirth handled personally behind the locked doors of the teachers’
lunchroom. He didn’t trust anyone else with such an exacting job. And I dared not
disturb him. Except once, years before when I didn’t know better.

The principal sat hunched over the heavy oaken lunch table. Hundreds of
pennies, dimes and nickels were sorted and stacked ready for the final tallying.
When I blundered in unexpectedly and startled him. How could I have known that
Scheisswirth was an avid numismatist in search of rare silver coins from among
the children’s collections.

“Well watta you doing here?” he said, embarrassed at first. “Can’t you see
I’m busy now,” he said peevishly. “I hope for once you’ve turned in your
collections on time.”

I stood puzzled over this peculiar behavior for a few seconds. And then I
left to find another place to spend my preparation periods.

Cosgrove refused to reveal the principal’s whereabouts on that luckless
rain-soaked spring day — except to say that he was “momentarily indisposed.”
She presumed that I wanted the key to the men’s room. And she said that it wasn’t
available. Which was no surprise to me. So I knew that Scheisswirth wasn’t
crapping away his time counting pennies. Unless he had set up an adding machine
in front of his toilet seat. I dropped the letter on the principal’s desk and thought
about what I would have said in Cosgrove’s place:

“Oh — Mr. Scheisswirth? Well, Mr. Robbin, he isn’t in right now. But if
you wish to have the lavatory key, you’ll have to wait for it. The principal is in his
own private shithouse in conference with three fifty-cent cigars and Playboy’s
Yearbook Magazine. He’s been in there an hour already and he’ll probably stay
locked in there until you either piss in your rainsoaked pants or your swollen
bladder bursts.”

During the afternoon I received a hastily mimeographed notice of an
emergency faculty meeting, “for the purpose of clarifying school policy with
respect to lateness.”

The entire staff was already seated when I entered the small teachers’
lounge. There was no water boiling in the old kettle; there were no friendly
greetings; and there were no smiles. Scheisswirth’s arrival abruptly broke the short
but suspenseful waiting period. His shoulders retained the square, muscular
appearance of a man who once carried thousands of tons of ice on his back. He
held that letter for all to see, his hand quivering with contempt.
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“I’m going to dispense with the preliminaries today because everyone
knows the why of this meeting. I was shocked that six members of my staff were
foolishly taken in by that educational fraud. You’ve all known me to be fair both
as a teacher and a supervisor here at Picker for many, many years. I’m going to set
the record straight once and for all time. I’ve never docked anyone’s pay for any
reason!

“Now a man who I deem the most incompetent person I have ever known
to enter my school has fabricated the most outlandish prevarications to defame my
character. I’m thoroughly disgusted. How could you people be fooled by this —
this...” He crumpled the letter and threw it in my lap.

“The Iceman” had truly “Cometh.” I didn’t even attempt to respond before
Scheisswirth stormed out. No one uttered a sound. Their silence said everything.
Old loyalties would not suffer the truth. Whether I had told the truth or not was
irrelevant., I was an interloper, a union member and a troublemaker.

Scheisswirth later proposed a transfer as a conciliatory gesture. He didn’t
underestimate my nuisance value. He suggested that a junior or senior high school
would offer more opportunity for a man. Even Cookie agreed that a transfer would
be wise. Her father was helpful in facilitating the procedure and persuading me
that it would be the wisest decision under the circumstances.

Ll

It was during the summer — my last summer on Frontier Avenue — when
Harvey suggested that I move to Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Harvey always
gave me sound advice. He’d been giving me sound advice ever since he and his
family moved in across the street when we were children. Even his mother gave
me advice. Harvey’s mother was a teacher. Everyone’s mother was a teacher, or a
principal. It was Harvey’s mother who had suggested a teaching career. Yet I was
never able to decide on a profession until the war. There’s a war for every
generation. But I had seen enough wars already.

I enjoyed the “blood’n guts” movies about war as a youngster. They were
all the same — at least most of them. Marine boot camp stifles the protagonist’s
instincts to kill “Japs.” Training takes too long; and he resents the strict and ar-
bitrary rules of military life. The DI, usually Randolph Scott, invites his girlfriend
to camp to view a demonstration of expert marksmanship. Which was a dumb
thing to do. Because the girlfriend is the commandant’s daughter. And she has her
father’s instincts for recognizing a potential leader. Our hero is the best shot in the
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outfit. And the commandant’s daughter pauses to witness his phenomenal shooting
exhibition. She gives him a flirting glance.

“Well, howdy ma’am,” says our overconfident hero, “can’t understand
why they sent me here — back home good shootin and hard fightin is second
nature.”

But his arrogance repulses her. He’s resentful and hostile; he doesn’t know
the meaning of “the corps;” and he has difficulty becoming part of “the team.” Our
hero goes A.W.O.L. to see the commandant’s daughter — who works at the local
USO. Finally the DI, who’s fast becoming impatient with this dissidence, catches
him stealing back to the barracks. Our hero brashly charges the DI with jealousy
and challenges him man to man. The DI angrily denies the charges. “She could
never love someone who doesn’t understand the corps.” He agrees to shed his
stripes and engage in the accepted, traditional method for settling that kind of
dispute. It’s for the good of the corps. They slug it out with bare knuckles behind
the barracks while the rest of the company sleeps. The high-spirited, misguided,
would-be leatherneck is roundly punched to his senses and, as he staggers to his
feet, he realizes that the Marine Corps is tough enough to earn his respect and
devotion. The DI’s girlfriend falls in love with our newly-reformed hero, but the
DI is too proud of his success as a drill instructor to be distraught over the loss of
a mere girl. Besides, she probably never slept with him. No one ever slept with
anyone in those movies. Even married couples slept in separate beds. A man and
a woman simply met, thought about each other a lot and kissed each other passion-
ately at the end. I’m certain that in those days people regularly achieved orgasms
by kissing.

Later, during one of the exciting climactic battle scenes, an enemy
machinegun nest holds up the entire progress of the war. It has to be something
simple like a machinegun nest — a nest full of chinky-eyed “nips”— never a
squadron of bombers or batteries of heavy guns. The “nips” are simultaneously
jabbering insulting epithets in pidgin English and grinning sinuously. The DI is
mortally wounded and the company is suddenly leaderless. Our hero grimly strips
off his cumbersome uniform while his buddies look on in amazement and
admiration of his ingenuity and spirit. He dashes from the relative safety of the
ditch with the speed of an All-American fullback — a grenade in each hand. He
zigzags to glory and immortality.

But as an adult it all seemed so boring and ridiculous. Harvey’s mother
said I’d love teaching and Harvey recited all its advantages: the draft exemption,
the security, the improved salaries, the long vacations, the sabbaticals, the
children’s awesome respect and the satisfaction of molding malleable minds.
“Besides,” Harvey’s mother asked, “do you want to become cannon fodder?” I
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didn’t hate college but I suppose I might never have gone if my own parents hadn’t
repeatedly warned that the only alternative was to become cannon fodder for the
army.

I was twelve years old and the Korean’War seemed hopelessly
deadlocked. My seventh grade teacher informed old Sisyphus that if I failed to
show a marked improvement in reading and arithmetic I’d be left back. Mrs.
Mogul offered to provide remedial help until my promotion was assured. But I
strongly resisted any move to impose on Mrs. Mogul’s generosity. “If this
goddamn war lasts long enough, he’ll be cannon fodder for certain,” predicted
Sisyphus. But I never heeded his shrill admonishment. I heedlessly ran out into the
sunny, tree-shaded streets around Frontier Avenue to play ringalevio with all the
other fun-loving zigzagging cannon fodder.

Harvey had taken his bar examination in July.  I saw the light in his room
burning late every night until I went to sleep. I didn’t dare disturb his studying. I
believe it was the night before Harvey took his examination when I had my annual
summertime nightmare. It always occurred some time late in July.

I’d dream that I awake on a Monday morning. The skies are cloudless and
bright. Everyone is rushing along the street carrying new notebooks and wearing
new fall jackets. I frantically rush outside in my underwear to find out what kind
of morons would be wearing fall jackets in late July — much less carry a stack of
new notebooks. It’s always difficult to get a definitive response from anyone in a
dream. But I finally learned that it’s the first Monday following Labor Day — the
first day of the new school year. With a shriek of incredulity, I demand to know
what happened to the month of August. “Damn it — don’t just stand there like an
idiot and tell me that the whole fuckin month of August just vanished into thin
air!”

When I actually do awake from this “nachtmar” the realization that
August would pass as quickly as July had passed, left me uneasy and
apprehensive.

Harvey didn’t have anything exciting to do during that summer, even after
his bar exams, or any other summer for that matter. But he always burst with
suggestions — especially when he didn’t have a girlfriend. Although Harvey often
lacked a girlfriend, he offered some unique schemes to get one. And sometimes he
even executed those schemes.

“Well, did you drive up to Sarah Lawrence like yuh said?”
“You don’t think I’m gonna hang around this basement and play ping

pong. And shoot the breeze with you all summer, do yuh?”
“Well, at least the breeze is air-conditioned down here.” And that was

fortunate because Harvey didn’t wash often. He lay around the house in his sweaty
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underwear. In spite of my presence, he continually reached into his pants and
scratched his balls abusively. I was too embarrassed to mention it. So I avoided
shaking hands with him as much as possible.

Harvey loathed physical labor — even the smallest tasks. And he
screamed at his servant without mercy.

“Hey mom! Mom!” Harvey always shouted for his mother from the
basement — with the doors closed, no less. I’ll never know how she heard him.
“Where the hell are those goddamn peanut butter sandwiches you were supposed
to make! I’m hungry fuh Chrissake.”

“Gee, Harvey, you oughta treat your mother with a little more respect.
Anyway, how come you can’t make your own sticky peanut butter sandwiches.
School’s over. And you don’t work fuh Chrissake.”

“You know damned well I’m no good at making sandwiches. I’m a spastic
— can I help it?”

“Yeah! but you’re not spastic when you’re tellin how you’re makin it with
some chick, are yuh?” Harvey enjoyed describing his sexual activity in every
detail — whenever he was fortunate enough to have some. Which was, shamefully,
more often than I. “Anyway, um glad your mother’s home to make the sandwiches.
Otherwise um liable to get conned into doin it myself.

“I haven’t asked you to make me a sandwich for two summers. And you
know damned well that you use different muscles for sex.”

“I’m sorry I said anything. So tell me about Sarah Lawrence already,
hah!”

“It was getting dark when I drove up to the campus. There aren’t many
girls up there anyway during summer sessions. But I saw a really nice one walking
alone across a grassy mall. When she got to the road I turned the brights on her
and then I pulled along side of her. It’s just that simple, Egbert. You only need a
little determination and ingenuity.”

“Boy — I’ve got to hand it to you — you’ve sure got a pair of brass balls.
But what the hell did you say to her?” 

“I told her the damned truth.
“‘Look’, I said, ‘I know I look like a bum because I haven’t shaved for

over a week. But I’m studying for the bar examination. I didn’t mean to startle ya
but I’m lonely as hell and...’

“‘Well listen’, she said, ‘you’ll need all your time for studying and I don’t
think I’m in the mood for conversation just now.’” Harvey had a photographic
memory. He could remember a conversation almost verbatim.

“She began walking away but I followed right after her. ‘I’m not budging
from you until we get to know each other well enough so that I can ask you for a
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date. I haven’t had a date for months and I’m not gonna give up until you hear my
explanation.’

“I think she would have listened too. I must have made some kind of
impression on her if she begged those big dum campus police to let me go because
I was a law student.”

Then, before I could stop him, “Old Nostalgiac” Harvey wandered
purposely to the bookshelf and fetched his old letterstuffed shoe box. Harvey was
a sentimentalist and a collector and reveled in the past. His own mostly.

“Christ, Harve, you’re not gonna read those goddamn love letters o’ yours,
are yuh? Not now,” I pleaded.

“Ah c’mon,” said Harvey solicitously, “I haven’t read them to you in a
long time.” Harvey had a faultless memory. Except for remembering when he last
read those letters. “I promise, just one — one letter.” 

“One letter,” I said peremptorily.
“My favorite one then. Okay?”
Harvey’s favorite one had been written by a girl he dated three years

earlier — a tall, lithe, blond girl with a hard, angular physiognomy. She was older
than Harvey. About my age. She was an Alabama girl who quit college after two
years to become an airline hostess. And took her own apartment in Manhattan. The
kind of girl Harvey’s mother didn’t approve. “She’ll show you the world to see,”
his mother warned.

Harvey had delighted in flaunting that girl. I had seen her many times. She
spent a lot of weekends at the Mogul house. Harvey’s mother kept up a barrage of
questions. “So, Jennifer, are you ever going to finish college? A girl needs an
education too. If she’s going to be a helpmate for her husband. Especially if they’ll
have children some day.” Jennifer worshipped Harvey’s mind without neglecting
to pay homage to his body. It was a long letter and Harvey read it slowly.

“Christ that’s enough already, Harve. It’s really enough.”
“All right — just let me read the best part — the part where she describes

how she’s wetting her pants as she’s writing. It’ll be an education for you. I never
knew a girl who could fuck with such gusto. She used to get as horny as a guy fuh
chrissake.” Harvey pointed to a bare space on the wall. “See that wall. She stood
right there and spread-eagled — with her palms pressing against that wall.”

“Damnit, Harvey, I don’t hafta know everything, do I?”
“I rammed it home and almost crushed her against the wall.” He

approached the wall and smacked the exact spot. “And there were people upstairs.
They could have interrupted us at any time.”

But Harvey’s mother was right about that girl. It was Harvey who suffered
the final crush. Alone. Jennifer traded him for a guy who claimed to be a
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millionaire, bubble gum manufacturer. An exciting diversion for Jennifer. Poor
Harvey lost eighteen pounds during ten days of unconsolable depression.

And of course he called to tell me the whole story. But I didn’t know why.
Because he said that that kind of grief was beyond my understanding. And being
three years older than Harvey, I resented that.

Harvey didn’t give up easily. He called Jennifer every day for weeks but
she wouldn’t see him. Until about three weeks later when she found the truth about
the bubble gum magnate who turned out to be her building superintendent. So she
called Harvey. And he raced over the Verrazano Bridge en route to her Manhattan
apartment. But that lasted only a few weeks. Jennifer had that incurable spirit of
adventure. So Harvey was alone again.

When we tired of languishing in that air-conditioned basement, Harvey
would suggest that I quit teaching and that we both retire to the Samoan Islands.

“Most people just bullshit about leaving this frenetic arteriosclerotic,
materialistic lemming race to an expensive funeral.” And he was persuasive. He
argued that the Samoan Island group was partly an American possession; and that
we could find sanctuary on one of the more remote islands in Western Samoa
while retaining contact with our own culture on American Samoa. But there was
little culture and much jungle depicted on the pages in the Pictorial Rand McNally
World Atlas devoted to the Samoan Islands.

“C’mon — you always said that you wanted to get away from ‘this
place’.”

“How about your legal career. You wanna throw those three years of law
school away on some steamy jungle?”

“Well that’s the only problem remaining for me to resolve. But it’d be easy
for you.”

It was always easier for me according to Harvey.
“Think — damn it — think! You don’t have anything fantastic to do here

— do ya?”
I never really considered the Samoa plan feasible. But I finally did take

Harvey’s advice to move into my own apartment in Manhattan. Harvey said that
girls don’t respect men who live with their mother.

“Hey mom! — mom! Damn you, where the hell are those damn peanut
butter sandwiches for Chrissake!” Harvey could shout quite loudly with relatively
little effort. But he was making a great effort at that point. “Remember to stir that
Bosco into my milk this time!” Harvey was upset when his mother left a sticky
residue of his favorite chocolate syrup on the rim of his glass.

“Why don’t you get an apartment, Harvey?”
“Dummy! — I don’t have a good job — you do.”
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Actually Mrs. Mogul had long ago offered to finance an apartment for
Harvey until he finished school. But he refused to consider leaving home until his
mother coupled her original promise with the gift of a new automobile in addition.
Harvey was a shrewd bargainer. His mother said that she would never yield to that
demand because of Harvey’s carelessness behind the wheel. But she never stopped
bringing the peanut butter sandwiches and chocolate milk — well stirred.

If Harvey and I had anything better to do that summer, we wouldn’t have
talked so much. Our disagreement about the war often led us into highly charged
debates but I could never defeat hawkish Harvey’s faultless reasoning in spite of
my firm anti-war convictions.

Harvey taught himself to read at the age of three. At five he was more
advanced than most of his mother’s brighter third grade students. When he entered
first grade, his classmates were so hopelessly beneath his mental age that it
produced a freakish social gulf between them. Harvey desperately needed the
camaraderie of contemporaries whom the peanut butter prodigy unwittingly
alienated.

So his mother, who had encouraged this academic acceleration, offered
compensation. No cullinary delight nor any material object within the outer
boundaries of reason was denied him. Even friends his own age were bribed with
chocolate milk, party cookies, and ice cream to tolerate him in their playtime
activities. But these “friends” often received the gifts with concealed contempt and
young Harvey was often left bitterly disillusioned. Nevertheless, even without
many friends, Harvey achieved academic success. A full scholarship to Dartmouth
was followed by another four years later to New York University Law School.

Harvey finally got his peanut butter sandwiches when he began speaking
to my remarks against the war. His mother lingered to listen. She always enjoyed
listening to Harvey. She had devoted all her strength and attention — indeed, her
very life — to this only child who, in many respects, had far exceeded her fondest
expectations. Oily peanut butter oozed through the porous white bread as Harvey
anxiously bit into his sandwich. The crust had been removed — Harvey loathed
breadcrust — rendering the bread inadequate to its task of safely confining the
sticky brown mess. After candidly licking his sticky fingertips, he spoke.

“Bertie, you’re a hopeless idealist. Our withdrawal from Vietnam will
produce none of those beneficial results you suggested. The billions we spend on
the war would never have existed in the first place were it not for the military exi-
gencies involved. Therefore they wouldn’t have existed to solve our complex
domestic problems of urban decay and its attendant evils — substandard housing,
drug addiction, racial conflict and the like.
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“I don’t want you to be deceived by those who would apotheosize
frustrated, alienated and misguided so-called patriots like Ho-Chi-Minh. We
cannot permit our sympathy for legitimate national aspirations to blind us to open
aggression against sovereign nations.

“Unfortunately guerrilla warfare, highly evolved by oppressed peoples
during World War II, has come to enjoy a kind of intrinsic glamor and appeal.
Consequently every guerrilla movement is viewed as a cause celebre for true
nationalism —especially among those visionaries who see this country as the root
cause of every complex international conflict.” Even Harvey’s smooth flowing
words began choking on the peanut butter. He looked around at his mother as if
her mere presence were an intolerable nuisance.

“Hey, snooper — Egbert and I are discussing something important and
you know we like privacy. Besides, you forgot to bring the damn chocolate milk
— didn’t ya! You know I can’t eat peanut butter without chocolate milk.” His
mother slowly turned and walked up the stairs without a word.

“That woman constantly spies on me,” he muttered.
“You know that I’m a liberal man, Bertie, but these glorious patriotic

guerrilla wars are too often a disguise for undisclosed communist leaders. The
results are terror, the meticulous suppression of free expression, the expansion and
proliferation of guerrilla war in some other hapless country and an ever increasing
danger that no power on earth will be able to stop. The world needs a strong
international disciplinarian to check the unreasonable demands of aggressor
nations.

“This country has clearly established itself as the most unselfish
international benefactor in history. Our former enemies — especially Germany
and Japan — are the coming powers of the future in their respective hemispheres.
Compare their lot to those unlucky countries under Russian influence. Our former
allies, South Korea and Nationalist China are economic miracles largely because
of our continued aid even during peace time.” He looked around for his mother.

“Where the hell is that lazy, forgetful, witless, old snooper with my
goddamn life-giving chocolate milk?

“If South Vietnam suffers any damage while we work to save it from
communist violence — and as you well know communists come to power only by
means of violence or in the wake of it —then we’ll aid in its quick recovery.
Thank God that we have evolved into a nation with an international consciousness
and an international sense of conscience. It’s always been the job of great powers
to keep order — as distasteful as that often becomes — and I think that we’re
doing it on a level of generosity, wisdom, morality and resolution unequaled by
any other. International security must be maintained if small, weak nations are to
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make any progress and we’ve guaranteed that security to the South Vietnamese by
treaty.”

Harvey was my closest friend but as he spoke I thought of the burning
jelly-like napalm mercilessly sticking to the fragile bodies of frightened Asian
villagers; the millions of refugees deprived of their own homeland; the deliberate
defoliation of a nation we were supposedly protecting; the mass desertions of
South Vietnamese ARVN soldiers who didn’t think that their own country was
worth saving; the eight engined B-52 bombers whose thirty ton payload of anti-
personnel pineapple bombs didn’t have the ability to distinguish between
combatants and non-combatants; and the ubiquitous Cobra gunships hovering in
the skies above the lush, green land, spitting death on a luckless people. Harvey’s
calm explanation for all that destruction roused me to a frenzy.

“Damn you, Harvey. How can you talk about our morality when our
involvement is destroying a whole culture and raising the level of conflict to
proportions far beyond what they would be without our massive technological
superiority. This is the fourth generation of Americans who will be brutalized by
war in less than half a century. What about those free-fire zones, and what about
the deliberate burning and bulldozing of millions of acres of forests and cropland
with the Orwellian code names like ‘Operation Ranch Hand’. Are we doomed to
this kind of human sacrifice for each succeeding generation until the world is ‘safe
for democracy’ — whenever that’ll be.”

Harvey knew that I was angry. Nevertheless he began goading me into
even greater frustration. His purpose was not sadistic nor did he enjoy seeing me
in a frustrated condition. It was my “muddled” thinking which he aimed to
frustrate and reduce to an intellectual rubble.

“We’re killing those lawless insurgents as fast as they present themselves
for battle. If only they’d stand up and fight in larger numbers — in divisional
strength where we can see them. Then we could kill them faster. The ARVN are
improving daily and our allies from Australia, Korea, Thailand and the Philipines
are taking their toll. With almost no exceptions they suffer one crushing defeat
after another. In an effort to stem the allied tide they’ve chained themselves to their
weapons and die needlessly in fruitless mass suicidal attacks against strongly
fortified positions. And they persist only because we’ve prudently restrained the
full power of our military capabilities.

“Can’t you see that if they really wanted peace they’d leave South Vietnam
alone.”

“You haughty, hypocritical, chauvinistic, sonnavobitch. You just sit there
munching on a fuckin peanut butter sandwich in an air-conditioned basement
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while your fellow Americans are being killed in a ‘holy war’ you so ardently
advocate.”

“Well — if you’re going to explode every time we talk about...”
“Don’t worry! Now that I know what you really think, we won’t be talking

much any more. And I hope you choke on that sticky shit you’re always stuffin into
that smart mouth of yours—but unfortunately never enough to keep it quiet!”

Harvey’s anger threshold was uncommonly high. He relied primarily on
his superior intellect to treat with my histrionics. Which I resented even more.

“Are you through making an ass of yourself, Bertie?”
“No, I’m not through!” I had retorted without thinking. 
“Not through?” said Harvey condescendingly. “Not through making an

ass of yourself?”
“You’re not so smart, Mogul. Look at yourself. You probably haven’t

washed those feet in months. You sit around here in smelly underwear scratching
your balls, eating peanut butter, screaming at your own mother and pontificating
about this holy war. And bullshitting me about girls you almost had a date with.
And that’s all you can do!”

Harvey soared above his anger threshold. The word “girls” and “date” had
warmed Harvey to his boiling point.

“I think I can do a lot more that that, Bertie. And you’d know it if you’d
ever bother to take your blinders off.” 

“Oh yeah—what, for instance?”
Harvey was ready to hatch his surprise. The kind of surprise revelation

that spawns bitter resentment.
“Did you think you really had a chance to make it with Cookie? Do you

know that she agreed to go out with you because she felt sorry for you. She thinks
you’re a spineless shmuck. And those are her words.”

“How the fuck could she tell you that? You’re the idiot she ran across half
the length of the Verrazano Bridge to escape. And those are your words. You
couldn’t resist telling me that story yourself in every detail.”

“Yeah. You’re right about that. But I spared you the rest of the story. She
kept botherin me on the phone. And apologizing. Until I finally gave in. Now do
yuh wanna hear more. Naturally your name came up in conversation ‘cause you’re
a mutual friend.”

“Friend! You’re a lyin bullshit artist — a fuckin braggard.” Harvey
screamed in retaliation.

“I fucked the ass off that Cookie — understand?”
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Harvey’s mother was just coming down as I stormed up the narrow
basement stairs. I almost knocked her down, chocolate milk and all, while she
looked on in bewilderment.

I’d never know the truth. Cookie did ask about Harvey occasionally. And
it was Cookie who determined to keep our friendship a platonic one on that
humiliating poodle-kissing night. I could never call her to test the validity of
Harvey’s story. It would be absurd. And Harvey knew it — that clever bastard.

I moved into my Manhattan apartment on September 1st. Harvey didn’t
help me move because of my rash behavior. Maybe I shouldn’t really blame him.
Timing serious arguments wisely was never my forte. Not that Harvey wasn’t a
genuinely sympathetic guy under ordinary circumstances.

I didn’t have much money when my sports car was stolen. Fortunately,
Mrs. Mogul did buy a new car for Harvey — despite her son’s carelessness on that
ran-out-of-gas, explosion-of-nuts-and-bolts night atop the Verrazano Bridge. The
chassis of the old car couldn’t be straightened so whenever Harvey drove it the old
car appeared to be making a perpetual left turn. Which was enough to convince
Mrs. Mogul that the risk to her only child was too great. Harvey tried to sell the
old car for months without success. So when he learned that my sports car had
been stolen he generously offered to give me the old car.

“Christ, Bertie, what the hell am I gonna use that old car for now. It just
lies there in the driveway. Why shouldn’t you have it?”

But Harvey, in his wisdom, understood that I would be too proud to accept
the “charity of a friend.” So I bought Harvey’s old wreck for three hundred dollars.
Cash.

Ll

I was separated from my parents for the first time at the tender age of
twenty-seven. I had taken an apartment in a section of Manhattan’s fashionable
Upper East Side popularly called Germantown, where the “singles mingle” and
hopefully become doubles — the “swingles” capital of the world. If I couldn’t
make it there I’d disappear into the Alaskan bush, hunt and trap and live out my
life in celibacy and seclusion. Which gives you some idea of my social maturity at
the time. When I told my mother about moving to Yorktown she cried and didn’t
want me to go.

“But you don’t know any one there? Who will you talk to? Who’ll do your
wash?”
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“Wutt’s the goddamn difference,” said my father sourly, “as long as he’s
goin already. He’s thirty yeahs old fuh chrissake.” Actually I was twenty-seven but
the tired old Sisyphus rounded off my age to the nearest ten.

“You shut up — he’s my son too,” said my mother protectively.
Anyway, I assured my mother that I could find the suitable someone to do

my wash if Yorktown were far enough away from any one who ever knew me.
Which shut my mother up temporarily. At least until I moved.

Times were hard for teachers in autumn, ‘68. We had been on strike in
September and October ‘67 when I still taught in that elementary school; and a
second strike for the current year was imminent. Three Septembers had passed,
irrevocably passed, since that first teaching day of my career. Yet there was some-
thing haunting about that September ‘68. Especially those bright, cloudless days
when the mornings were cool and the afternoons were hot. The first chilled
morning, that first break from summer’s heat, brought thoughts of autumn, the first
day of another school year, and that new junior high school.
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